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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to a magnetic re-
cording medium processing device which reads magnet-
ic data recorded on a magnetic recording medium and
writes magnetic data on a magnetic recording medium,
and a control method of the same.

[Background Art]

[0002] Conventionally, widely used is a card reader for
a magnetic recording medium processing device which
reads magnetic data recorded on a magnetic recording
medium in a card form (hereinafter called "a card") and/or
writes magnetic data on a card. A card reader of this kind
is installed and used in a host device such as an ATM
(Automated Teller Machine) which is set up at a financial
institution such as a bank. In recent years, in the industry
of the financial institution where card readers are used,
a so-called "skimming", which means that a fraudster at-
taches a magnetic head to the front of a card insertion
opening of a card reader to illegally acquire magnetic
data of cards, has been a serious problem.
[0003] Therefore, a card reader equipped with a mag-
netic field generating device has been proposed, the
magnetic generating field generating device generating
a disturbing magnetic field to disturb the reading of mag-
netic data on cards by a skimming magnetic head at-
tached to the front of a card insertion opening (Patent
reference 1, for example). The card reader disclosed in
Patent reference 1 is equipped with a magnetic field
(magnetism) generating device which is mounted at a
card insertion opening of the card reader and has a tech-
nology to disturb the skimming magnetic head from read-
ing magnetic data of a card user with a disturbing mag-
netic field released from the magnetic field (magnetism)
generating device.
[0004] In this technology, a circuit that generates a dis-
turbing magnetic field has adopted the configuration to
turn on the power source ofa coil (an inductor) with a
transistor having a switching function.
[0005] In the card reader disclosed in Patent reference
1, the above-mentioned magnetic field (magnetism) gen-
erating device is applied in the following manner. A fraud-
ster attach es a skimming magnetic head, which is a mag-
netic head, and a magnetic reading circuit at the card
insertion opening of a card reader to read magnetic data
on cards. To prevent the skimming magnetic head from
reading magnetic data, a disturbing magnetic field is gen-
erated toward the skimming magnetic head.

[Citation List]

[Patent Literature]

[0006] [Patent Literature 1] Unexamined Japanese

Patent Application Publication 2001-67524 (Alternative-
ly, Patent No. 3936496)
[0007] EP 2 405 427 A1 discloses a card reader having
a card insertion slot for guiding a magnetic card having
a magnetic stripe to a transport passage and a pre-head
arranged in the vicinity of the card insertion slot for de-
tecting the presence of the magnetic stripe, the pre-head
is equipped with a head portion having at least one pair
of magnetic cores arranged to be opposite from each
other having a magnetic gap between them and coils
wound around a pair of the magnetic cores; and a signal
different from that of the magnetic information recorded
on the magnetic stripe is output from the pre-head.
[0008] WO 2010/000004 A1 discloses a method and
devices. An electromagnetic noise field is generated by
means of a noise field coil. The use or disposition of the
at least one noise field coil is such that the authorised
magnetic field reading head is also affected by the noise
field of the noise field coil when the magnetically encoded
data of a card-shaped data carrier is being read. An out-
put or sum signal of the authorised magnetic field reading
head generated from the wanted signal of a card-shaped
data carrier and from the effects of the noise field is de-
tected. The effect of the noise field of the noise field coil
in the output or sum signal of the authorised magnetic
field reading head is then compensated or filtered out or
the wanted signal is selectively filtered out of the output
or sum signal of the authorised magnetic field reading
head.
[0009] WO 2012/085967 A1 discloses a loop antenna
generating an interfering magnetic field near an insertion
port in which a magnetic card is to be inserted, and the
interfering magnetic field is made acted on a magnetic
head. In the case where the loop antenna generates the
interfering magnetic field and the magnetic card is insert-
ed through the insertion port, a magnetic stripe detecting
unit outputs a detection signal by which only determina-
tion of the existence of data recorded in a magnetic stripe
of the magnetic card can be performed.

[Summary of the Invention]

[Technical Problem]

[0010] However, in the magnetic field generating de-
vice disclosed in Patent reference 1, the circuit drives the
power source of the coil (the inductor) with the transistor
having a switching function; therefore, the magnetic field
is generated on an on-off basis with shorter disturbing
time or a weak magnetic field, making it difficult to prevent
the illegal reading by the skimming magnetic head with
certainty. When the magnetic field of the magnetic field
generating device is intensified, even if the driving of the
magnetic field generation is stopped, the residual mag-
netic field may affect the actual reading of magnetic data
by a legal card reader.
[0011] Therefore, an objective of the present invention
is to provide a magnetic recording medium processing
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device in which the bad influence on the legitimate mag-
netic data reading is reduced and also illegal acquisition
of magnetic data is prevented, and a control method of
the magnetic recording medium processing device.

[Solution to Problem]

[0012] A magnetic recording medium processing de-
vice of the first objective of the present invention com-
prises a detection mechanism unit for detecting a mag-
netic recording medium in a card form which is inserted
into or discharged from an insertion opening, a pre-head
for reading magnetic data by sliding on a magnetic strip
formed on the magnetic recording medium in a card form,
a shutter which is opened or closed according to the de-
tection result by the detection mechanism unit, a card
processing portion for processing magnetic information
recorded on the magnetic recording medium in a card
form, and a magnetism generating device which has a
magnetic field generating unit for generating a magnetic
field at a resonance unit and a drive control circuit for
controlling the magnetic field generating unit; wherein
the drive control circuit of the magnetism generating de-
vice includes a drive power supply unit for supplying dive
voltage, a reference potential unit, and a resonance
drive_unit for driving the resonance unit; the resonance
unit contains a resonance circuit in which an inductor and
a capacitor are connected between a first node and a
second node, receives the drive voltage at the first node,
resonates under the condition where the second node is
connected to the reference potential unit, and generates
a magnetic field; the resonance drive unit contains a drive
switching element which is connected between the sec-
ond node at the resonance unit and the reference poten-
tial unit and is to be switched between the conducting
state and the non-conducting state according to the con-
trol signal toswitch the connection status between the
second node at the resonance unit and the reference
potential unit between the connected state and the dis-
connected state. This makes it possible to reduce the
bad influence on the magnetic data reading by the mag-
netic recording medium processing device and also to
prevent illegal acquisition of the magnetic data with cer-
tainty.
[0013] It is preferred that the drive control circuit have
a discharge drive unit including a first switching element,
which is connected between the first node at the reso-
nance unit and the discharge potential unit and is to be
switched between the conducting state and the non-con-
ducting state responding to the magnetic field generation
halt signal to switch the connection status between the
first node at the resonance unit and the discharge poten-
tial unitbetween connected state and the disconnected
state, and also switches the first switching element to the
conducting state at the time of halting the magnetic field
generation. This makes it possible not only to increase
the output of the disturbing magnetic field, but also to
prevent the pre-head of the magnetic recording medium

processing device from a false detection of a magnetic
field, to have the shutter to open/close responsively, and
to prevent a card from hitting (colliding with) the shutter
even when the card is inserted quickly.
[0014] The drive control circuit may be configured to
have the discharge drive unit including a first switching
element, which is connected between the first node at
the resonance unit and the discharge potential unit and
is to be switched between the conducting state and the
non-conducting state responding to the first magnetic
field generation halt signal to switch the connection status
between the first node at the resonance unit and the dis-
charge potential unitbetween the connected state and
the disconnected state, and that the drive power supply
unit may be configured to include a second switching
element,which is connected between a supply unit of the
drive voltage and the first node at the resonance unit and
is to be switched between the conducting state and the
non-conducting state responding to the second magnetic
field generation halt signal to switch the connection status
between the supply unit of the drive voltage and the first
node at the resonance unitbetween the connected state
and the disconnected state.
[0015] It is also preferred that the drive control circuit
first switch the second switching element at the drive
power supply unit to the non-conducting state and then
switch the first switching element at the discharge drive
unit to the conducting state at the time of halting the mag-
netic field generation. It is also preferred that the drive
control circuit first switch the first switching element at
the discharge drive unit to the non-conducting state and
thenswitch the second switching element at the drive
power supply unit to the conducting stateat the start of
the magnetic field generation. Even in this case, not only
can the output of the disturbing magnetic field be in-
creased, but also a false detection of a magnetic field by
the pre-head of the magnetic recording medium process-
ing device can be prevented, the shutter can be
opened/closed responsively, and a card is prevented
from hitting (colliding with) the shutter even when the
card is inserted quickly.
[0016] It is preferred that the resonance drive unit drive
the resonance unitsuch that the connection status be-
tween the second node at the resonance unit and the
reference potential unit is periodically and/or aperiodical-
ly switched between the connected and disconnected
states and therefore, resonance is periodically and/or
aperiodically induced to periodically and/or aperiodically
generate a magnetic field. With this, a strong magnetic
field is continuously generated for a predetermined pe-
riod of time; as a result, the output of the disturbing mag-
netic field can be increased to prevent illegal acquisition
of magnetic data with certainty.
[0017] It is preferred that a control unit be provided for
drive-controlling the magnetic field generating device ac-
cording to the detection result by the detection mecha-
nism unit and the detection information obtained by the
pre-head, and that the control unit controls the magnetic
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field generating device to stop the generation of the mag-
netic field when a recording medium is detected by the
pre-head and to resume the generation of the magnetic
field when magnetic information is detected by the pre-
head. It is also preferred that, after magnetic information
is detected by the pre-head and the generation of the
magnetic field is resumed in the magnetic field generating
device, the control unit opens the shutter to take the mag-
netic recording medium in. Even in this case, not only
can the output of the disturbing magnetic field be in-
creased, but also a false detection of the magnetic field
by the pre-head of the magnetic recording medium
processing device can be prevented, the shutter can be
opened/closed responsively, and a card is prevented
from hitting (colliding with) the shuttereven when the card
is inserted quickly
[0018] In a magnetic recording medium processing de-
vice which comprises a detection mechanism unit for de-
tecting a card-type magnetic recording medium inserted
into or discharged from an insertion opening, a pre-head
for reading magnetic data by sliding on a magnetic strip
formed on the card-type magnetic recording medium, a
shutter which is opened or closed according to the de-
tection result by the detection mechanism unit, a card
processing portion for processing the magnetic informa-
tion recorded on the card-type magnetic recording me-
dium, and a magnetism generating device having a mag-
netic field generating portion for generating the magnetic
field by a resonance unit containing a resonance circuit,
in which an inductor and a capacitor are connected be-
tween a first node and a second node, and a drive control
circuit for driving the magnetic field generating portion,
wherein the drive control circuit of the magnetism gen-
erating device includes a drive power supply unit for sup-
plying a drive voltage, a reference potential unit, a reso-
nance drive unit containing a drive switching element
which is connected between the second node at the res-
onance unit and the reference potential unit and is to be
switched between the conducting state and the non-con-
ducting state according to the control signal to switch the
connection status between the second node at the res-
onance unit and the reference potential unit between the
connected state and the disconnected state, a control
method for a magnetic recording medium processing de-
vice of the second point of the present invention switches
the first switching element to the conducting state at the
time of halting the magnetic field generation. It is pre-
ferred that, when controlling the magnetic field genera-
tion halt in the magnetic recording medium processing
device containing a second switching element which is
connected between the supply source of the drive voltage
and the first node at the resonance unit and is to be
switched between the conducting state and the non-con-
ducting state according to the second magnetic field gen-
eration halt signal to switch the connection status be-
tween the supply source of the drive voltage and the first
node at the resonance unit between the connected state
and the disconnected state, the drive power supplyunits-

witches the first switching element at the discharge drive
unit to the non-conducting state and then switches the
second switching element at the drive power supply unit
to the conducting state at the time of generating a mag-
netic field, and switches the first switching element at the
discharge drive unit to the conducting state and then the
second switching element to the non-conducting state at
the time of halting the magnetic field generation. This can
reduce the bad influence on the reading of magnetic data
by the magnetic recording medium processing device
and also prevent the illegal acquisition of magnetic data
with certainty.

[Effects of the Invention]

[0019] According to the present invention, the bad in-
fluence on the reading of magnetic data by a magnetic
recording medium processing device can be reduced and
illegal acquisition of magnetic data can be prevented with
certainty.

[Brief Description of Drawing]

[0020]

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing the configuration of a
major part of a card reader which is a magnetic re-
cording medium processing device of an embodi-
ment of the present invention.
FIG.2 is a diagram showing the configuration of a
card insertion opening of the card reader which is a
magnetic recording medium processing device of
this embodiment.
FIG.3 is a first block diagram showing the configu-
ration of a control unit and its related portions of the
card reader shown in FIG. 1.
FIG.4 is a second block diagram showing the con-
figuration of a control unit and its related portions of
the card reader shown in FIG. 1.
FIG.5 is a schematic diagram of a skimming mag-
netic head device attached to the outside of the de-
vice.
FIG.6 is a circuit diagram showing a magnetic field
generating unit and a drive control circuit of the mag-
netic field generating device of the first embodiment
of the present invention.
FIG.7 shows waveforms to explain the operation of
the magnetic field generating device of the first em-
bodiment.
FIG.8 is a circuit diagram showing a magnetic field
generating unit and a drive control circuit of the mag-
netic field generating device of the second embodi-
ment of the present invention.
FIG.9 is a detailed circuit diagram of a major part of
the drive control circuit of the second embodiment
of the present invention, mainly for explaining the
operation of the magnetic field generating device of
the second embodiment at the time of halting the
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magnetic field generation.
FIG.10 shows waveforms to explain the operation of
the magnetic field generating device of the second
embodiment.
FIG. 11 is a circuit diagram showing a magnetic field
generating unit and a drive control circuit of the mag-
netic field generating device of the third embodiment
of the present invention.
FIG.12 is a flowchart to explain the operation of the
magnetic recording medium processing device
when taking a card in.
FIG.13 is a diagram to explain the operation of the
magnetic recording medium processing device
when taking a card in.
FIG.14 is a flowchart to explain the operation of the
magnetic recording medium processing device
when discharging a card.
FIG. 15 is a diagram to explain the operation of the
magnetic recording medium processing device
when discharging a card.

[Description of Embodiments]

[0021] The embodiment of the present invention is de-
scribed hereinafter associated with the drawings.
[0022] This embodiment is explained using a card
reader as an example of a magnetic recording medium
processing device which reads magnetic data recorded
on card-type recording media or records magnetic data.
[0023] The configuration of a card reader of this em-
bodiment is first described, and then the detailed circuit
configuration and the operation of a magnetic field gen-
erating device which generates a disturbing magnetic
field. Then, the operations by the card reader to take a
card in and discharge the card are described associated
with the drive timing of the magnetic field generating de-
vice.

[Configuration of Card Reader]

[0024] FIG. 1 is a diagram showing the configuration
of a major portion of a card reader which is a magnetic
recording medium processing device of an embodiment
of the present invention.
[0025] FIG. 2 is a diagram showing the configuration
of a card insertion opening of the card reader which is
the magnetic recording medium processing device of this
embodiment.
[0026] A card reader 10 of this embodiment is a mag-
netic recording medium processing device for reading
magnetic data recorded on a card MCand/or writing mag-
netic data on a card MC, and is mounted in a predeter-
mined host device (i.e., "Host control unit 100" illustrated
in FIG.3) such as an automated teller machine (ATM) set
up ata financial institution, for example. The card reader
10 is positioned deepinside of a front panel 20 which
configures the front face of the case of the host device.
In the front panel 20, an opening 21 is formed to have a

card MC, as a magnetic recording medium on which mag-
netic data is recorded, inserted or discharged.
[0027] As shown in FIG. 1, the card reader 10 is pro-
vided with a card processing portion 30 for reading mag-
netic data recorded on a card MC and/or for writing mag-
netic data on a card MC, a card insertion portion 31 at
which a card insertion opening 311 is formed for inserting
and discharging the card MC, a control unit 40 for con-
trolling the card reader 10, and a magnetic field gener-
ating device 50 which generates a disturbing magnetic
field to prevent the reading of the magnetic data of the
card MC by a skimming magnetic head. Formed inside
the card reader 10 is a card transferring passage 32 in
which a card MC inserted from the card insertion opening
311 is transferred. Also, the control unit 40 for performing
various controls in the card reader 10 is actually mounted
on a circuit board (no illustration).
[0028] In this embodiment, a card MC is carried in the
X direction (the left-right direction) shown in FIG. 1 and
FIG. 2. In other words, the X direction is a card MC-car-
rying direction. Also, the Z direction (the top-bottom di-
rection) shown in FIG. 1 is the card MC’s thickness di-
rection; the Y direction shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 (the
perpendicular direction on paper in FIG. 1), orthogonal
to the X direction and the Z direction, is the card MC’s
width direction (the short-side direction).
[0029] The card MC is a rectangular card made from
polyvinyl chloride, having a thickness of about 0.7 to
0.8mm, for example. On this card MC, a magnetic strip
mp is formed. Note that an IC chip may be secured on
the card MC or a communication antenna may be built
in the card. Also, the card MC may be a PET (polyethyl-
ene terephthalate) card having a thickness of about 0.18
to 0.36 mm, or a paper card having a predetermined thick-
ness.
[0030] The card processing portion 30 is equipped with
a card transfer mechanism 33 for transferring the card
MC with the card transferring passage 32, a magnetic
head 34 for reading and writing magnetic data, and a
photo sensor 35 for detecting the presence of the card
MC in the card transferring passage 32.
[0031] The card transfer mechanism 33 is equipped
with three transferring rollers 331 through 333, a driving
motor 36 for driving the transferring rollers 331 through
333, and a power transmitting mechanism (no illustration)
for transmitting the power force of the driving motor 36
to the transferring rollers 331 through 333. The card
transfer mechanism 33 is equipped with pad rollers 334
through 336 which are respectively arranged opposite
the transferring rollers 33 i through 333 and are energized
toward the transferring rollers 331 through 333. The three
transferring rollers 331 through 333 are spaced at a pre-
determined distance in the card MC’s transfer direction.
[0032] Each of the transferring rollers 331, 332 and
333 is driven by the driving motor 36 under the control
of the control unit 40.
[0033] The magnetic head 34, as shown in FIG. 1, is
arranged such that the center of rotation of the transfer-
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ring roller 332 arranged in the center of the card process-
ing portion 30 agrees with the center of the magnetic
heard 34 in the X direction. Also, a counter roller 335 is
opposed to the magnetic head 34 to apply energizing
force, which is toward the magnetic head 34, to the card
MC passing in the card transferring passage 32.
[0034] The photo sensor 35 is an optical sensor having
a light-emitting device and a light-receiving device.
[0035] In this embodiment, the magnetic head 34 reads
magnetic data recorded on the magnetic strip mp imme-
diately after the leading edge of the card MC is detected
by the photo sensor 351 and finishes reading the mag-
netic data right before the card MC is mp longer detected
by the photo sensor 351. In other words, the photo senor
351 can detect whether or not the magnetic head 34 is
reading magnetic data.
[0036] The card insertion portion 31 is provided with a
card insertion detecting mechanism 37 as a detecting
mechanism portion for detecting whether or not a card
MC is inserted from the card insertion opening 311, a
shutter 38 which opens/closes the card transferring pas-
sage 32, and a pre-head (a magnetic head) for reading
magnetic data recorded on the magnetic strip mp.
[0037] The card insertion detecting mechanism 37, as
shown in FIG. 2, for example, is equipped with a card
width sensor (a card detecting sensor) 372 for detecting
if a sensor lever 371, which is capable of abutting on one
of the edges in the width direction of the card MC, is
abutting on the card MC. Note that the sensor lever 371
is rotatable around a predetermined rotation axis and ca-
pable of entering the card transferring passage 32.
[0038] The card width sensor 372 is configured by a
contact switch having a lever member and a contact
which is to be pressed by the lever member. In this em-
bodiment, when the edge portion of the card MC in the
width direction, which is inserted from the card insertion
opening 311, makes contact with the sensor lever 371,
the sensor lever 371 is revolved and makes contact with
the lever member of the card width sensor 372, and then
the contact is pressed by the lever member. In other
words, the card width sensor 372 of this embodiment
detects that the card MC has been inserted from the card
insertion opening 311 by detecting that the card MC in-
serted from the card insertion opening 311 has made a
contact with the sensor lever 371.
[0039] Note that the card width sensor 372 may be an
optical sensor having a light-emitting device and a light-
receiving device. Also, the card insertion detecting mech-
anism 37 may be a mechanical detecting mechanism
having a contact which directly make contact with the
edge portion of a card MC in the width direction.
[0040] The pre-head 39 is arranged in the vicinity of
the card insertion opening 311 in the card MC transferring
direction. More specifically described, the pre-head 39
is arranged in the vicinity of the card insertion detecting
mechanism 37, that is, in the vicinity of the contact portion
of the sensor lever 371 with a card MC, for example. In
this embodiment, the pre-head 39 reads magnetic data

recorded on the magnetic strip mp immediately after the
leading edge of the card MC is detected by the card in-
sertion detecting mechanism 37, and ends the magnetic
data reading right before the card insertion detecting
mechanism 37 no longer detects the card MC. In other
words, in this embodiment, the card insertion detecting
mechanism 37 can detect whether or not the pre-head
39 is reading magnetic data. The card insertion detecting
mechanism 37 of this embodiment functions as a reading
status detecting means for detecting that the magnetic
data reading is being performed by the pre-head 39.
[0041] Note that the magnetic field generating device
50 includes a resonance unit (a resonance circuit) as the
magnetic field generating unit, and has a feature in the
configuration of its drive control circuit; its configuration
is described in detail later, using the example of multiple
embodiments.

[Configuration of Control Unit of Card Reader]

[0042] FIG. 3 is a first block diagram showing the con-
figuration of the control unit 40 and its related portions of
the card reader 10 shown in FIG. 1. FIG. 4 is a second
block diagram showing the configuration of the control
unit 40 and its related portions of the card reader 10
shown in FIG. 1. FIG. 3 and FIG. 4 also show the con-
figuration example of an inductor and a capacitor of the
magnetic generating device which generates a disturbing
magnetic field.
[0043] The control unit 40 is mounted on a circuit board
(no illustration). The control unit 40 performs various con-
trols on the various sections of the card reader 10, and
is configured to include a CPU 41, for example. The con-
trol unit 40 controls the operation of transferring a card
MC, the operation of reading by the magnetic head 34,
etc., according to the control program stored in the built-
in ROM. Further, the photo sensor 35, the card detecting
sensor 372 and the pre-head are connected to the control
unit 40 to which the output signals from each of those
configurations are input. Also, a drive motor 36 is con-
nected to the control unit 40 via a driver 42. Also, an
encoder 361 is connected to the control unit 40 so that
the output signals from the encoder 361, which detects
the rotation condition of the motor 36, are input to the
control unit 40.
[0044] In this embodiment, connected also to the con-
trol unit 40 is the magnetic field generating device 50
which generates a disturbing magnetic field toward a
skimming magnetic head which is illegally installed. The
magnetic field generating device 50 is controlled to gen-
erate a magnetic field or stop generating the magnetic
field according to the card detection result by the card
detecting sensor 372 and the magnetic detection result
by the pre-head 39.

[Configuration of Magnetic Field Generating device]

[0045] The magnetic field generating device 50 of this
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embodiment has a magnetic generating unit 51 and a
drive control circuit (a drive control unit) 52 for controlling
the magnetic field generation by the magnetic field gen-
erating unit and the halt of the magnetic field generating
unit.
[0046] The magnetic field generating unit 51 of the
magnetic field generating device 50 is configured to in-
clude an inductor L1 for generating a magnetic field. The
inductor L1 is formed by a coil CL, as shown in FIG. 3.
Alternatively, an inductor L2 is formed by winding a coil
CL around an iron core FC, as shown in FIG. 4. In this
embodiment, the magnetic field generatingunit 51 is ar-
ranged in the card insertion portion 31. In the magnetic
field generating unit 51 of the interfering magnetic field
generating device 50 of this embodiment, the inductor
L1 or L2 is connected to the capacitor C1 or C2 to con-
figure a resonance unit (a parallel resonance circuit) so
that compared to the configuration with only an inductor,
the disturbing magnetic field is continuously generated
and the output of the disturbing magnetic field is in-
creased.
[0047] In the magnetic field generating device 50, al-
ternating current or direct current is applied to the coil CL
under the control of the drive control circuit 52 which is
comprehensively controlled by the control unit 40. The
magnetic field generating device 50 is configured and
positioned so that, as current applied, a disturbing mag-
netic field is generated outside the opening 21 or the card
insertion unit 31. The magnetic field generating device
50 is configured such that the area over which the dis-
turbing magnetic field is generated includes the area in
which the magnetic strip mp formed on a magnetic card
MC, which is inserted or discharged through the card
insertion unit 31, passes.
[0048] The magnetic field generating device 50 con-
figured as above can be arranged in the vicinity to the
inside (the back side) of the front panel 20 as shown in
FIG. 1, including the magnetic field generating unit 51
and the drive control circuit 52 together. Note that various
configurations are possible, such as arranging only the
resonance unit for the magnetic field generating unit,
which is configured by the coil (the inductor) L51 and the
capacitor C51, for example, in the vicinity of the inside
of the front panel 20.
[0049] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram in which (a skim-
mer including) a skimming magnetic head is attached to
the outside of the device.
[0050] In the card reader 10, as soon as the leading
edge of a card MC is inserted in the card insertion opening
311, the card MC is transferred at a predetermined speed
by the transfer roller 311. In the same manner, at the
discharge of the magnetic card MC, the magnetic card
MC is transferred at a predetermined speed by the trans-
fer roller 331 until substantially discharged to the outside.
[0051] Therefore, when a skimmer (a reading device
that reads data on magnetic cards illegally) including a
skimming magnetic head and a magnetic reading circuit
is attached outside the card insertion opening 311, a card

is transferred at a predetermined speed along the skim-
ming magnetic head. Therefore, card recording data can
be read by such an illegal magnetic head attached out-
side the card opening.
[0052] In the card reader 10 of this embodiment, even
if a skimmer 60 including a magnetic head 61 is illegally
mounted on the front surface of the front panel 20 in which
a card slot opening 21 is formed, as shown in FIG. 5, the
illegal operation of reading a card MC by such a skimming
magnetic head 61 can be prevented by the disturbing
magnetic field generated by the magnetic field generating
device 50.
[0053] In other words, this embodiment has adopted
the magnetic field generating device 50 having the con-
figuration with the following feature, which is capable of
continuously generating the disturbing magnetic field to
prevent magnetic data from being illegally acquired with
certainty.

[Configuration Example of Magnetic Field Generating 
Unit (Resonance Unit) 51 and Drive Control Unit 52 of 
Magnetic Field Generating Device 50]

[0054] A more concrete circuit configuration and oper-
ation of the magnetic field generating unit 51 and the
drive control circuit 52 of the magnetic field generating
device 50 are described in detail in the multiple (the first
to the third) embodiments. In the description below, a
resonance unit 511 as the magnetic field generating unit
51 of the magnetic field generating device 50 of the first
embodiment has an LC parallel resonance circuit formed
by connecting the coil L, which is an inductor, with the
capacitor C, and functions to continuously generate a
magnetic field by the LC parallel resonance circuit. Fur-
ther, in this embodiment, this magnetic field generating
unit 51 has a function to generate a stronger magnetic
field than the conventional one. With this, the magnetic
field generating device 50 continuously generates mag-
netic field over a predetermined period of time; as a result,
the output of the disturbing magnetic field is increased,
preventing illegal acquisition of magnetic data which is
done by using a skimming magnetic head.
[0055] Note that since the output of the disturbing mag-
netic field is increased in the magnetic field generating
device 50 as described above, even when the drive con-
trol is stopped, the strong magnetic field remains; in other
words, there sidual magnetic field accompanying the re-
sidual resonance energy may prevent the pre-head 39
from reading magnetic data. In the card reader 10, the
shutter 38 is normally closed to prevent foreign matter
from entering, but the shutter 38 is opened, based on the
output signal of the magnetic data from the pre-head 39;
however, the pre-head 39 may not be able to read mag-
netic data or the pre-head 39 may make a false detection
of magnetic data due to the residual magnetic field.
Therefore, the shutter 38 presents a poor response to
the open/close control, which may in turn cause a card
MC to hit (collide with) the shutter 38 when a user inserts
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the card quickly. To solve the above problems, in the
card reader 10, the pre-head 39 and the shutter 38 are
spaced from each other in the card transfer direction at
a distance within which the resonance energy attenuates
and therefore won’t affect the magnetic head. Alterna-
tively, the output of the resonance energy may be set so
as to attenuate. Alternatively, the car transfer passage
32 may be configured to receive stress when a card is
transferred, so that the card may take longer time reach
the shutter 38.
[0056] A magnetic field generating device 50B of the
second embodiment is configured having a functionto
quickly (immediately) release the resonance energy at
the LC resonance circuit, which generates a disturbing
magnetic field, of the first embodiment when halting the
generation of the disturbing magnetic field. This magnetic
field generating device 50B is capable of not only increas-
ing the output of the disturbing magnetic field, but also
preventing a false detection of the magnetic field by the
pre-head 39, having the shutter 38 to respond well to the
open/close control, and preventing a card from hitting
(colliding with) the shutter 38 even when the card is quick-
ly inserted.

[First Embodiment of Magnetic Field Generating Device]

[0057] First, the magnetic field generating device of
the first embodiment is described.
[0058] FIG. 6 is a circuit diagram showing the magnetic
field generating unit and the drive control circuit of the
magnetic field generating device of the first embodiment.
[0059] A magnetic field generating device 50A of FIG.
6 has primarily a resonance unit 511 as a magnetic field
generating unit 51A, a drive power supplyunit 521 as a
drive control circuit 52A which supplies a drive power
supply voltage VCC, a reference potentialunit 522 and a
resonance drive unit 523.
[0060] In this embodiment, the drive power supply volt-
age (hereinafter called a drive voltage) VCC supplied by
the drive power supply unit 521 is set to 24V or 20V. The
drive power supply unit 521 supplies the drive voltage
VCC to the resonance unit 511 through a connection
node ND51 which is connected to a supply source SVCC
of the drive voltage VCC. A back flow preventing diode
D51_is connected in the drive power supply unit 521 be-
tween the connection node ND51 and a power input node
(a first node ND52) of the resonance unit 511. The diode
D51 is connected to be in the forward direction from the
connection node N51 toward the first node ND52 of the
resonance unit 511. In other words, the diode D51 is con-
nected such that its anode is connected to the connection
node ND51 and its cathode is connected to the first node
ND52 of the resonance unit 511.
[0061] A reference potential unit 522 is set to a refer-
ence potential VSS. In this embodiment, the reference
potential is a ground potential GND.
[0062] The resonance unit 511 includes a resonance
circuit, in which an inductor L51 and a capacitor C51 are

connected between the first node ND52 and a second
node ND53, receives the drive voltage VCC at the first
node ND 52, resonates under the condition where the
second node ND53 is electrically connected to the refer-
ence potential unit 522, and generates a magnetic field
corresponding to the electric current flowing in the induc-
tor L51. In other words, the resonance unit 511 is con-
figured to generate a disturbing magnetic field toward a
skimming magnetic head to prevent illegal acquisition of
magnetic data.
[0063] In this embodiment, the resonance circuit is
configured by an LC parallel resonance circuit in which
the inductor L51 and the capacitor C51 are connected in
parallel between the first node ND52 and the second
node ND53. One end of the coil, which is the inductor
L51, is connected to the first node ND52 and the other
end of the coil is connected to the second node ND53.
One of the electrodes (the terminals) of the capacitor C51
is connected to the first node ND52 and the other elec-
trode is connected to the second node ND53. The first
node ND52 is connected to a supply line of the power
supply voltage VCC of the drive power supply unit 521.
The second node ND53 is selectively connected to the
reference potential unit 522 via a high-power drive
switching element DSW51 of the resonance drive unit
523.
[0064] In the LC parallel resonance circuit, the current
from the inductor and the current from the capacitor can-
cel out each other, and an infinite impedance seems to
be observed in the resonance frequency externally. At
that time, the energy stored as an electric field inside the
capacitor C51 and the energy stored as a magnetic field
inside the coil which is the inductor L51 mutually move
inside the system. In this embodiment, the resonance
unit 511 is controlled to resonate periodically bya pulse
control signal CTL via the resonance drive unit 523. Note
that the pulse control signal CTL may be controlled to
resonate a periodically or may be controlled for a com-
bination of periodic and aperiodic resonance.
[0065] As the connection between the second node
ND53 and the reference potential unit 522 is switched
through the resonance drive unit 523 between the con-
nected state and the disconnected state, the resonance
unit 511 is controlled such that resonance is induced and
a disturbing magnetic field is generated. As a card MC
is inserted to the card insertion opening 311 and the card
detection sensor 372 detects the card MC, the resonance
unit 511 is controlled through the resonance drive unit
523 (a magnetic field generation halt control) not to gen-
erate the disturbing magnetic field for a period longer
than the above-mentioned period until the generated
magnetic field loses (weakens) the function as the dis-
turbing magnetic field or the generated magnetic field
disappears. The control unit 40 judges whether or not
magnetism is detected by the pre-head 39 during the
predetermined period during which the generation of the
disturbing magnetic field is halted. After the resonance
action is induced and the magnetic field is generated, the
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magnetic field attenuates its intensity following the atten-
uation of the resonance energy; the period mentioned
here means a period in which a resonance can be in-
duced while the attenuating magnetic field still holds the
function as the disturbing magnetic field.
[0066] As the connection of the second node ND 53 in
the resonance unit 511 and the reference potential unit
522 is switched between the connected state and the
disconnected state according to the control signal CTL
from the control unit 40, the resonance drive unit 523is
controlled to induce resonance and generate a disturbing
magnetic field. As the connection of the second node ND
53 in the resonance unit 511 and the reference potential
unit 522 is switched to the disconnected state periodically
or/and a periodically according to the control signal CTL
from the control unit 40, the resonance drive unit 523is
controlled not to generate the disturbing magnetic field
for a period longer than the above-described period, dur-
ing which the generated magnetic field can no longer
hold the function as the disturbing magnetic field.
[0067] The resonance drive unit523 is configured to
include a high-power drive switching element DSW51
which is composed of a bipolar transistor, for example.
The drive switching element DSW51 is connected be-
tween the second node ND53 in the resonance unit 511
and the reference potential unit 522 and is to be switched
between the conducting state and the non-conducting
state according to the control signal CTL to switch the
connection of the second node ND53 in the resonance
unit 51 and the reference potential unit 522 between the
connected state and the disconnected state.
[0068] When receiving the control signal CTL at the
active, high level, the resonance drive unit 523 drives the
drive switching element DSW51 to the conducting state.
When receiving the control signal CTL at the active, low
level, the resonance drive unit 523 drives the drive switch-
ing element DSW51 to the non-conducting state.
[0069] Next, the operation of the magnetic field gener-
ating device 50A of the first embodiment is described,
associated with FIG. 7.
[0070] FIG. 7 shows waveforms to explain the opera-
tion of the magnetic field generating device of the first
embodiment. FIG. 7 shows the waveforms resulted from
a simulation where the magnetic field generating device
50A of FIG. 6 is mounted in the magnetic card reader 10
of FIG. 1. FIG. 7 (a) shows the control signal CTL; FIG.
7 (b) shows a disturbing magnetic field DMG.
[0071] Under the condition where no disturbing mag-
netic field is generated, the control signal CTL is supplied
to the resonance drive unit 523 of the drive control circuit
52A of the magnetic field generating device 50A to gen-
erate a disturbing magnetic field, as shown in FIG. 7 (a)
and FIG. 7 (b). At that time, the control signal CTL is
supplied at the active, high level (H). When the resonance
drive unit 523 receives the control signal CTL at the ac-
tive, high level, the drive switching element DSW51 is
driven to the conducting state.
[0072] By this, the second node ND53 in the resonance

unit 511 becomes electrically connected to the reference
potential unit 522. At the resonance unit 511, a drive volt-
age VCC is supplied to the first node ND52 from the drive
power supply unit 521. In other words, when the connec-
tion between the second node ND53 and the reference
potential unit 522 is switched to the connected state
through the resonance drive unit 523, the resonance unit
511 is controlled to induce the resonance function and
increase electric current flowing in the coil (the inductor)
L51 to generate a disturbing magnetic field.
[0073] At this point, the control signal CTL is switched
to the inactive, low level (L) and supplied to the resonance
drive unit 523. When receiving the control signal CTL at
the inactive, low level, the drive_switching element
DSW51 is driven to the non-conducting state in the res-
onance unit 523.
[0074] At this point, the second node ND53 in the res-
onance unit 511 becomes electrically disconnected from
the reference potential unit 522; however, the electric
current IL from the coil (the inductor) L51 still flows while
attenuating in the resonance unit 511 due to the induced
resonance energy, resulting in the disturbing magnetic
field being attenuated but continually generated.
[0075] At this time, when the control unit 40 supplies
the pulse control signal CTL, for example, to the reso-
nance drive unit 523, the resonance action is induced at
the resonance unit 511, and therefore a magnetic field
is generated, but the magnetic field attenuates following
the resonance energy attenuating; however, the control
signal CTL is supplied to the resonance drive unit 523 at
the active, high level (H) at the constant period from the
previous output (supply) or/and at random so that a res-
onance can be induced while the attenuating magnetic
field still holds the function as the disturbing magnetic
field.
[0076] In other words, as shown in FIGs. 7 (a) and (b),
the control signal CTL is supplied at the active, high level
from the control unit 40 to the resonance drive unit 523
at the drive control circuit 52A to generate a disturbing
magnetic field again, in the same manner as above. As
the resonance drive unit 523 receives the control signal
CTL at the active, high level, the drive switching element
DSW51 is driven to the conducting state.
[0077] By this, the second node N53 at the resonance
unit 511 becomes electrically connected to the reference
potential unit 522. At the resonance unit 511, a drive volt-
age VCC is supplied to the first node ND52 from the drive
power supply unit 521. In other words, when the connec-
tion between the second node ND53 and the reference
potential unit 522 is switched to the connected state
through the resonance drive unit 523, the resonance unit
511 is controlled to induce the resonance function again,
increase electric current flowing in the coil (the inductor)
L51 and generate a disturbing magnetic field.
[0078] At this point, the control signal CTL is switched
to the inactive, low level (L) and supplied to the resonance
drive unit 523. When receiving the control signal CTL at
the inactive, low level, the drive_switching element
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DSW51 in the resonance unit 523 is driven to the non-
conducting state.
[0079] At that time, the second node ND53 in the res-
onance unit 511 becomes electrically disconnected from
the reference potential unit 522; however, the resonance
unit 511 is in the state in which the electric current IL from
the coil (the inductor) L51 attenuates but still flows due
to the induced resonance energy, resulting in the disturb-
ing magnetic field being attenuated but continually gen-
erated.
[0080] The above-described operations are repeated
during the period in which the disturbing magnetic field
is generated.
[0081] In the above manner, in the card reader 10 in
which the magnetic field generating device 50A of the
first embodiment is mounted, a disturbing magnetic field
is generated toward the skimming magnetic head device,
which is illegally attached to the card insertion opening
311, to prevent the illegal reading of magnetic data.
[0082] In the card reader 10 in which the magnetic field
generating device 50A of the first embodiment is mount-
ed, by the way, if the disturbing magnetic field is being
generated by the resonance unit (the resonance circuit)
511, the generation of the disturbing magnetic field needs
to be halted when a card is detected by the card detection
sensor (the card width sensor in this example) and there-
fore magnetism needs to be detected by the pre-head
39. For this reason, in the card reader 10 in which the
magnetic field generating device 50A is mounted, the
control unit 40 is configuredto stop the output of the pe-
riodic or/and aperiodic control signal CTL to the reso-
nance drive unit 523 in the drive control circuit 52A, trig-
gered by the detection of the card by the card detection
sensor 372, so that the disturbing magnetic field gener-
ation is stopped. Thus, in the card reader 10 in which the
magnetic field generating device 50A is mounted, the
output of the control signal CTL to generate the disturbing
magnetic field is stopped, triggered by the detection of
the card by the card detection sensor (the card width
sensor) 372; at that time, the magnetic field tends to re-
main for a several ms due to the resonance. The mag-
netic detection is carried out by the pre-head 39 as de-
scribed above, but if there is a residual magnetic field,
the pre-head may not be able to distinguish between the
magnetic data on the card and the residual disturbing
magnetic field. Therefore,in the card reader 10 in which
the magnetic field generating device 50A is mounted,
expecting the period of time until the generated magnetic
field loses its intensity to hold the function as the disturb-
ing magnetic field or the generated magnetic field disap-
pears, the shutter 38 is controlled not to open until this
expected time passes.
[0083] For example, the pre-head 39 and the shutter
38 are spaced from each other in the card reader 10 at
a distance in the card transfer direction within which the
resonance energy attenuates and does not affect the
magnetic head of the card reader. Alternatively, the out-
put of the resonance energy may be set to attenuate.

Further, the card transferring passage 32 may be con-
figured to receive stresswhen transferring a card MC, so
that it will take time for the card to reach the shutter 38.
[0084] In the above manner, the magnetic field gener-
ating device 50A of the first embodiment, having the LC
parallel resonance circuit in which the coil L51 as the
inductor and the capacitor C5 connected, generates a
large magnetic field with the LC parallel resonance circuit
for a predetermined period of time continuously by the
retention property of the resonance energy; as a result,
the output of the disturbing magnetic field can be in-
creased and illegal acquisition of magnetic data can be
prevented with certainty. In other words, even if a fraud-
ster attaches a skimming magnetic head device (includ-
ing a magnetic reading circuit) 60 to the card insertion
opening 311 of the card reader 10 outside of the front
panel 20 of the host device, a strong magnetic field can
be generated and the output of the disturbing magnetic
field can be increased to prevent illegal acquisition of
magnetic data with certainty.

[Second Embodiment of Magnetic Field Generating De-
vice]

[0085] A magnetic field generating device of the sec-
ond embodiment is next described.
[0086] FIG. 8 is a circuit diagram showing a magnetic
field generating unit and a drive control circuit of the mag-
netic field generating device of the second embodiment.
FIG. 9 is a circuit diagram showing more specifically a
major portion of the drive control circuit of the second
embodiment of the present invention, which is used to
explain the operation of the magnetic field generating
device of the second embodiment when the magnetic
field generation is halted.
[0087] A magnetic field generating device 50B of the
second embodiment differs from the magnetic field gen-
erating device 50A of the first embodiment in the following
manner. The magnetic field generating device 50B of the
second embodiment is configured having a function to
quickly (in no time) release the resonance energy of the
LC parallel resonance circuit, which generates the dis-
turbing magnetic field of the first embodiment, when halt-
ing the generation of the disturbing magnetic field. The
description below explains why this configuration is
adopted.
[0088] As described above, in the card reader 10 in
which the magnetic field generating device 50A is mount-
ed, the control unit 40 is configured to stop the output of
the periodic or/and aperiodic control signal CTL to the
resonance drive unit 523 of the drive control circuit 52A
in order to stop generating the disturbing magnetic field,
triggered by the detection of the card MC by the card
detection sensor 372. Thus, in the card reader 10 in which
the magnetic field generating device 50A of the first em-
bodiment is mounted, the output of the control signal CTL
which is generated to generate the disturbing magnetic
field is halted, triggered by the detection of the card MC
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by the card detection sensor (the card width sensor);
however, the magnetic field tends to remain for several
milliseconds due to the resonance. Therefore, in the card
reader 10 in which the magnetic field generating device
50A of the first embodiment, expecting the period of time
within which the generated magnetic field loses the func-
tion to be the disturbing magnetic field or the generated
magnetic field disappears, the shutter 38 is controlled
not to open until this expected time passes.
[0089] However, since it tends to take longer for the
shutter 38 to open in this control method, if a card is
quickly inserted, the card may hit (collide with) the shutter
38. Therefore, in the magnetic field generating device
50B of the second embodiment, the first switching ele-
ment DSW52 for discharge is connected to the first node
ND52 in the resonance unit 511B to ensure a passage
for releasing the resonance energy (a discharge pas-
sage, an escape passage). The first switching element
DSW52 mentioned here is formed by a bipolartransistor
which is capable of switching high power in this embod-
iment; however, it may be formed by other transistor such
as an FET.
[0090] In the magnetic field generating device 50B of
the second embodiment, a second switching element
SW51 is connected to the supply line of the power supply
voltage VCC of the drive power supply unit 521B to stop
the supply of the power supply voltage VCC to the first
node ND52 in the resonance unit 511B at the time of
halting the generation of the disturbing magnetic field.
[0091] As described later, in order to stop the reso-
nance of the resonance unit 511B and release the reso-
nance energy, the magnetic field generating device 50B
of the second embodiment is configured to switch the
state of the second switching element SW51 (such as a
transistor TR2) of the drive power supply unit 521B to
the non-conducting state (the OFF state) to stop the sup-
ply of the drive voltage VCC, and then switch the first
switching element DSW52 for discharge (such as a tran-
sistor TR1) to the conducting state (the ON state) to re-
lease the resonance energy.
[0092] Also, to resume the generation of the magnetic
field, the drive control circuit 52B of the second embod-
iment is configured to switch the first switching element
for discharge DSW52 to the non-conducting state and
then to switch the second switching element SW51 to
the conducting state.
[0093] A more concrete configuration of the magnetic
field generating device 50B of the second embodiment
is described in detail hereinafter, focusing on the addition
to the configuration of FIG. 6. In the magnetic field gen-
erating device 50B, a discharge drive unit 524 is added
to the drive control circuit 52B, and the configuration of
the drive power supply unit 521B (see FIG. 8) is different
from the drive control circuit 52A (see FIG. 6) of the first
embodiment.
[0094] The discharge drive unit 524 is configured to
include the transistor TR1 as the high power-correspond-
ing first switching element DSW52 which is connected

between the first node ND52 at the resonance unit 511B
and a discharge potential unit, which is the reference
potential unit 522, for example, and is to be switched
between the conducting sate and the non-conducting
state according to the first magnetic field generation halt
signal STP1 to switch the connection status between the
first node ND52 in the resonance unit 511B and the ref-
erence potential unit 522 as the discharge potential unit
between the connected state and the disconnected state.
The discharge drive unit 524 forms a resonance energy
release passage (a discharge passage), connecting the
transistor TR1 as the first switching element for discharge
DSW52 to the first node ND52 in the resonance unit
511B.
[0095] As shown in FIG. 9, the transistor TR1 as the
first switching element for discharging DSW52 of the dis-
charge driving unit 524 of this embodiment is connected
between the first node ND52 in the resonance unit 511B
and the discharge potential unit, which is the reference
potential unit_522. The transistor TR1 is formed by an
npn-type bipolar transistor, which is the first switching
element DSW52 that corresponds to high power.
[0096] The transistor TR1 configuring the first switch-
ing element DSW52 is connected between the first node
ND52 in the resonance unit 511B and the reference po-
tential unit 522 and is switched between the conducting
state and the non-conducting state according to the first
magnetic field generation halt signal STP1 so as to switch
the connection status of the first node ND52 in the res-
onance unit 511B and the reference potential unit 522
between the connected state and the disconnected state.
The transistor TR1 is connected such that its collector
(C) is connected to the first node ND52 in the resonance
unit 511B, its emitter (E) is connected to the reference
potential unit 522 and its base (B) is connected to the
supply line of the first magnetic field generation halt signal
STP1.
[0097] Receiving the first magnetic field generation
halt signal STP1 at the active, high level, the discharge
drive unit 524 drives the transistor TR1 which is the first
switching element DSW52 to the conducting state. Re-
ceiving the first magnetic field generation halt signal
STP1 at the inactive, low level, the discharge drive unit
524 drives the transistor TR1 which is the first switching
element DSW52 to the non-conducting state.
[0098] The driving power supply unit 521B is config-
ured to include the transistor TR2 which is connected
between the supply source SVCC of the drive voltage
VCC and the first node ND52 in the resonance unit 511B
and which is to be switched between the conducting state
and the non-conducting state according to the second
magnetic field generation halt signal STP2 to switch the
connection status between the supply source SVCC of
the drive voltage and the first node ND52 of the reso-
nance unit 511B between the connected state and the
disconnected state. At the drive power supply unit 521B
of the second embodiment, the supply of the drive voltage
VCC to the first node ND52 of the resonance unit 511B
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is stopped by the second switching element SW51 at the
time of halting the generation of the disturbing magnetic
field.
[0099] As shown in FIG. 9, the transistor TR2in the
drive power supply unit 521B of this embodiment is con-
nected as the second switching element SW51 between
the supply source SVCC of the drive voltage VCC and
the first node ND52 in the resonance unit 511B. The tran-
sistor TR2 is formed by an npn-type bipolar transistor,
for example.
[0100] The transistor TR2 configuring the second
switching element SW51 is connected between the con-
nection node ND51 and the anode of the diode D51 (the
first node DN52 of the resonance unit 511B further down)
and is to be switched between the conducting state and
the non-conducting state according to the second mag-
netic field generation halt signal STP2 to switch the con-
nection status between the connection node ND51 and
the first node 52 at the resonance unit 511B between the
connected state and the disconnected state. The tran-
sistor TR2 is connected such that its emitter (E) is con-
nected to the connection node ND51 (and further to the
supply source VCC of the drive voltage VCC), it collector
(C) with the anode of the diode D51, and its base (B) with
the supply line of the second magnetic field generation
halt signal.
[0101] Receiving the second magnetic field generation
halt signal STP2 at the active, low level, the driving power
supply unit 521B drives the transistor TR2 which is the
second switching element SW51 to the non-conducting
state; receiving the second magnetic field generation halt
signal STP2 at the inactive, high level, it drives the tran-
sistor TR which is the second switching element SW51
to the conducting state.
[0102] The first magnetic field generation halt signal
STP1 and the second magnetic field generation halt sig-
nal STP2 which are supplied to the drive control circuit
52B of the second embodiment are basically produced
at complementary levels by the control unit 40. In other
words, when the first magnetic field generation halt signal
STP1 is set at high level, the second magnetic field gen-
eration halt signal STP2 is set at low level; when the first
magnetic field generation halt signal STP1 is set at low
level, the second magnetic field generation halt signal
STP2 is set at high level.
[0103] In this embodiment, at the time of generating a
magnetic field, which is when a disturbing magnetic field
is generated toward the skimming magnetic head, the
first magnetic field generation halt signal STP1 is set at
low level while the second magnetic field generation halt
signal STP2 is set at high level. As a result, the transistor
TR1 as the first switching element DSW52 in the dis-
charge driving unit 524 is switched to the non-conducting
state while the transistor TR2 as the second switching
element SW51 of the driving power supply unit 521B is
switched to the conducting state.
[0104] At the time of halting the magnetic field gener-
ation, the first magnetic field generation halt signal STP1

is set to high level while the second magnetic field gen-
eration halt signal STP2 is set to low level. As a result,
the transistor TR1 as the first switching element DSW52
in the discharge drive unit 524 is switched to the con-
ducting state and the transistor TR2 as the second
switching element SW51 in the drive power supply unit
521B is switched to the non-conducting state. At that
time, in order to release (discharge) the resonance en-
ergy efficiently, the second magnetic field generation halt
signal STP2 is set to low level and the transistor TR2 as
the second switching element SW51 is switched to the
non-conducting state, and then the first magnetic field
generation halt signal STP1 is switched to high level and
the transistor TR1 as the first switching element DSW52
is switched to the conducting state.
[0105] At the time of starting (resuming) generating the
magnetic field, in order to supply power efficiently, the
first magnetic field generation halt signal STP1 is set to
a low level and the transistor TR1 as the first switching
element DSW52 is switched to the non-conducting state,
and then the second magnetic generation halt signal
STP2 is switched to a high level and the transistor TR2
as the second switching element SW51 is switched to
the conducting state.
[0106] The magnetic field generating device 50B hav-
ing the above-described configuration can be configured
in the same manner as the magnetic field generating de-
vice 50A of the above-described first embodiment. For
example, as shown in FIG. 1, the magnetic field gener-
ating device 50B can bearranged to be in the vicinity to
the inside (the back side) of the front panel 20. Note that
the arrangement of the magnetic field generating device
50B is not limited to the one shown in FIG. 1, but only
the coil (inductor) L51 and the capacitor C51 may be
arranged in the vicinity of the inside (the back side) of
the front panel 20 and other circuit systems may be ar-
ranged at other locations, such as on the control unit 40
side.
[0107] The magnetic field generating device 50B can
not only increase and continue the output of the disturbing
magnetic field, but also prevent the pre-head 39 from a
false detection of the magnetic field, implement the
open/close control of the shutter 38 responsively, and
prevent a card from hitting (colliding with) the shutter 38
even when the card is quickly inserted
[0108] The operation of the magnetic field generating
device 50B of the second embodiment is described next
associated with FIG. 9 and FIG. 10. FIG. 9 is a diagram
to explain the operation of the magnetic field generating
device of the second embodiment at the time of halting
the generation of the magnetic field. FIG. 10 shows wave-
forms to explain the operation of the magnetic field gen-
erating device of the second embodiment. FIG. 10 shows
the waveforms which are the simulation results of the
case in which the magnetic field generating device 50B
of FIG. 8 and FIG. 9 is mounted in the card reader of FIG.
1. FIG. 10 (a) is the control signal CTL; FIG. 10 (b) is the
second magnetic field generation halt signal STP2; FIG.
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10 (c) is the first magnetic field generation halt signal
STP1; FIG. 10 (d) is the disturbing magnetic field DMG.
[0109] Although overlapping with the description of the
operation in the first embodiment, a normal operation to
start a disturbing magnetic field generation is first de-
scribed and then next described is an operation to halt
the disturbing magnetic field generation which accompa-
nies the resonance energy release (discharge) after the
card detection.

[Operation to Generate Disturbing Magnetic Field]

[0110] When the magnetic field generating device 50B
generates a magnetic field, which is when a disturbing
magnetic field is generated toward a skimming magnetic
head, it is necessary that no resonance energy is re-
leased (discharged), the drive voltage VCC is supplied
to the first node ND52 in the resonance unit 511B, and
the second node ND53 in the resonance unit 511B is
connected to the reference potential unit 522.
[0111] Understanding the above, the first magnetic
field generation halt signal STP1 is supplied at the inac-
tive, low level (L) from the control unit 40 to the discharge
drive unit 524 in the drive control circuit 52B so that the
resonance energy won’t be released (discharged), as
shown by the signal waveform of FIG. 9 (A). As the dis-
charge drive unit 524 receives the first magnetic field
generation halt signal STP1 at the inactive, low level, the
transistor TR1 which is the first switching element
DSW52 is driven to the non-conducting state. This pro-
vides the condition where the resonance energy won’t
be released (discharged) from the first node ND52 in the
resonance unit 511B.
[0112] At the same time, as shown by the signal wave-
form of FIG. 9 (A), the second magnetic field generation
halt signal STP2 is supplied at the inactive, high level (H)
from the control unit 40 to the drive power supply unit
521B in the drive control circuit 52B. As the drive power
supply unit 521B receives the second magnetic field gen-
eration halt signal STP2 at the inactive, high level (H),
the transistor TR1 which is the second switching element
SW51 is driven (turned on) to the conducting state. Ac-
companying the transistor TR1 being turned on to the
conducting state, the drive voltage VCC from the drive
power supply unit 521B is supplied to the first node ND52
in the resonance unit 511B.
[0113] Under the condition where no (disturbing) mag-
netic field is generated, for example, the control signal
CTL is supplied from the control unit 40 to the resonance
drive unit 523 in the drive control circuit 52A. At that time,
the control signal CTL is supplied as pulse at the active,
high level (H). As the resonance drive unit 523 receives
the control signal CTL at the active, high level, the drive
switching element DSW51 is driven to the conducting
state.
[0114] Through these operations, the second node
ND53 in the resonance unit 511B becomes electrically
connected to the reference potential unit 522. At the res-

onance unit 511B, the drive voltage VCC is supplied to
the first node ND52 from the drive power supply unit 521.
In other words, as the connection status between the
second node ND53 and the reference potential unit 522
is changed to the connected state through the resonance
drive unit 523, the resonance unit 511B is controlled to
induce the resonance function, increase the current flow-
ing in the coil (the inductor) L51, and generate a disturb-
ing magnetic field toward the skimming magnetic head.
[0115] At this point, the control signal CTL is switched
to the inactive, low level (L) and supplied to the resonance
drive unit 523. When the resonance drive unit 523 re-
ceives the control signal CTL at a low inactive level, the
drive switching element DSW51 is driven to the non-con-
ducting state.
[0116] At this time, while the second node ND53 in the
resonance unit 511B is electrically disconnected from the
reference potential unit 522, the current from the coil (the
inductor) L51 attenuates but still flows due to the induced
resonance energy in the resonance unit 511B, and ac-
cordingly the disturbing magnetic field generation atten-
uates but continues.
[0117] At this time, as the control unit 40 supplies the
pulse control signal CTL to the resonance drive unit 523,
the resonance action is induced and the magnetic field
is generated in the resonance unit 511B and then the
magnetic field attenuates accompanying the attenuation
of the resonance energy; to induce resonance while the
attenuating magnetic field still retains the function as the
disturbing magnetic field, the control unit 40 supplies the
control signal CTL of the active, high level to the reso-
nance drive unit 523 at a constant cycle from the previous
output (supply) or/and at random.
[0118] In other words, in the same manner as the
above-described embodiment, the control signal CTL is
supplied at the active high level from the control unit 40
to the resonance drive unit 523 in the drive control circuit
523B, as shown in FIG. 10 (a). As the resonance drive
unit 523 receives the control signal CTL at the active high
level, the drive switching element DSW 51 is driven to
the conducting state.
[0119] By this, the second node ND53 in the resonance
unit 511B becomes electrically connected to the refer-
ence potential unit 522. The drive voltageVCC is supplied
to the first node ND52 in the resonance unit 511 from the
drive power supply unit 521. In other words, the reso-
nance unit 511B is controlled such that, when the con-
nection status between the second node ND53 and the
reference potential unit 522 is switched to the connected
state through the resonance drive unit 523, the reso-
nance function is induced again, the current flowing the
coil (the inductor) L51 is increased, and the disturbing
magnetic field is generated.
[0120] At this point, the control signal CTL is switched
to the inactive low level (L) and supplied to the resonance
drive unit 523. When the resonance drive unit 523 re-
ceives the control signal CTL at the inactive low level,
the drive switching element DSW51 is driven to the non-
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conducting state.
[0121] Although the second node ND53 in the reso-
nance unit 511B is electrically disconnected from the ref-
erence potential unit 522 at that time, the current from
the coil (the inductor) L51 attenuates but still flows in the
resonance unit 511B due to the inducted resonance en-
ergy, and accordingly the generation of the disturbing
magnetic field attenuates but still continues.
[0122] The operations described above are repeated
during the period of generating the disturbing magnetic
field.
[0123] Thus, in the card reader 10 in which the mag-
netic field generating device 50B of the second embod-
iment is mounted, the disturbing magnetic field is gener-
ated to the skimming magnetic head (including the read-
ing circuit) which is illegally attached to the card insertion
opening 311, to prevent the illegal reading of magnetic
data.

[Operation of Halting the Generation of Disturbing Mag-
netic Field]

[0124] Described next is the operation of halting the
generation of the disturbing magnetic field, including the
resonance energy release (discharge) after the card de-
tection sensor (the card width sensor in this example)
detects a card. Upon receiving the signal indicating that
the card detection sensor 372 has detected a card, the
control unit 40 implements the drive control to quickly
eliminate the highly-possibly remaining disturbing mag-
netic field by releasing (discharging) the resonance en-
ergy. In this case, it is necessary that the first node ND52
in the resonance unit 511B is electrically connected to
the reference potential unit 522 which is the discharge
potential and it is desirable that the supply of the drive
voltage VCC to the first node ND52 in the resonance unit
511B be halted.
[0125] Understanding this, the second magnetic field
generation halt signal STP2 is supplied at the active low
level (L) from the control unit 40 to the drive power supply
unit 521B at the drive control circuit 52B, as shown by
the signal waveform of FIG. 9 (B), so that the supply of
the drive voltage VCC to the first node ND52 in the res-
onance unit 511B is stopped to efficiently release the
resonance energy. As the drive power supply unit 521
receives the second magnetic field generation halt signal
STP2 at the active low level (L), the transistor TR2 which
is the second switching element SW51 is driven (turned
off) to the non-conducting state. Following the transistor
TR2 being turned to the non-conducting state, the con-
dition is established where the supply of the drive voltage
VCC from the drive power supply unit 521 to the first node
ND52 in the resonance unit 511B is stopped.
[0126] At the same time, as shown by the signal wave-
form of FIG. 9 (B), the first magnetic field generation halt
signal STP1 is switched from the inactive low level (L) to
the active high level (H) and supplied from the control
unit 40 to the discharge drive unit 524 in the drive control

circuit 52B. As the discharge drive unit 524 receives the
first magnetic field generation halt signal STP1 at the
active high level (H), the transistor TR1 which is the first
switching element DSW52 is driven to the conducting
state. By this, the first node ND52 in the resonance unit
5 11B becomes electrically connected to the reference
potential unit 522, which allows the release (the dis-
charge) of the resonance energy from the first node ND52
in the resonance unit 511B, and then the resonance en-
ergy in the resonance unit 511B is quickly released (dis-
charged).
[0127] When the disturbing magnetic field is generated
againafter such resonance energy release is finished and
the shutter 38 is opened, the same operation as the
above-described operation of generating the magnetic
field is implemented. Note that, in order to implement
efficient switching and power supply of the operation volt-
age, first the first magnetic field generation halt signal
STP1 is set to the low level as shown in FIG. 9 (B) and
(C) and the transistor TR1 as the first switching element
DSW52 is switched to the non-conducting state, the sec-
ond magnetic field generation halt signal STP2 is
switched to the high level and the transistor TR1 as the
second switching element SW51 is switched to the con-
ducting state at the time of re-starting the magnetic field
generation.
[0128] As described above, the magnetic field gener-
ating device 50B of the second embodiment can not only
increase and continue the output of the disturbing mag-
netic field, but also prevent the pre-head from a false
detection of a magnetic field, allow the shutter 38 to be
opened/closed responsively, and prevent a card from hit-
ting (colliding with) the shutter 38 even when the card is
inserted quickly.

[Third Embodiment of Magnetic Field Generating Device]

[0129] Next, a magnetic field generating device of the
third embodiment is described.
[0130] FIG. 11 is a circuit diagram showing a magnetic
field generating unit and a drive control circuit of a mag-
netic field generating device of the third embodiment of
the present invention.
[0131] A magnetic field generating device 50C of the
third embodiment differs from the magnetic field gener-
ating device of the second embodiment shown in FIG. 9
in the following manner. At a drive control circuit 52C of
the magnetic field generating device 50C, the npn-type
transistor in the discharge driving unit, which is formed
by a high-power bipolar transistor in the embodiment
shown in FIG. 9, is replaced by an NMOS transistor TR1N
which is an n-channel field-effect transistor FET. In the
same manner, the transistor formed by the npn-type tran-
sistor at the drive control circuit 52C in the embodiment
shown in FIG. 9 is replaced by an NMOS transistor TR2
which is an n-channel FET.
[0132] Other configurations are the same as those in
the second embodiment; according to the third embodi-
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ment, the same effects as the above-described second
embodiment can be obtained.

[Card Taking-in and Discharge Operations of Card Read-
er]

[0133] Finally, the operations of taking in and discharg-
ing a card MC by the card reader 10 are described as-
sociated with the drive timing of the magnetic field gen-
erating device 50B.
[0134] First, the operation of taking a card in is de-
scribed associated with FIG. 12 and FIG. 13.
[0135] FIG. 12 is a flowchart to explain the operation
of taking a card in.
[0136] FIG. 13 is a diagram to explain the operation of
taking a card in.
[0137] Under the condition where the drive control cir-
cuit 52B of the magnetic field generating device 50B is
driven and a disturbing magnetic field is generated to a
skimming magnetic head under the control of the control
unit 40 (Step ST1), when a card user insets a card MC
to the card insertion opening 311 (Step ST2), the inserted
card is detected by the card detection sensor 372 (Step
ST3). The detection information is supplied to the control
unit 40. Once the insertion of the card MC is detected,
the control unit 40 drives the pre-head 39 to slide on the
magnetic strip mp formed on the card MC to read mag-
netic data written on the magnetic strip mp. In order for
the residual disturbing magnetic field not to affect mag-
netic detection at the moment when the pre-head 39
reads and detects magnetic data on the card MC, the
control unit 40 outputs the first magnetic field generation
halt signal STP1 and the second magnetic field genera-
tion halt signal STP2 at active (Step ST4 and ST5) to
stop the generation of the magnetic field and to release
(discharge) the resonance energy in the resonance unit
511B of the drive control circuit 52B. Under this condition,
the magnetic strip on the inserted card MC is detected
by the card insertion-detecting pre-head 39 (Step ST6).
With the detection signal by the pre-head 39, the control
unit 40 drives the drive control circuit 52B in the magnetic
field generating device 50B for a predetermined period
of time to generate a disturbing magnetic field (Step ST7).
Under the condition where the disturbing magnetic field
is generated, the control unit 40 drives the shutter 38 to
open (Step ST8), drives the drive motor 38 (Step ST9)
and drives the transfer system including a pair of take-in
rollers 331.
[0138] As a result, the card MC can be taken inside.
When the card MC is inserted deeper passing the position
of the shutter 38, the leading edge of the card is held fast
by the take-in/discharge rollers 331 and the operation of
taking the card MC in starts (Step ST10).
[0139] In this embodiment, after the taking the card MC
inside has started, the disturbing magnetic field is being
generated by the magnetic field generating device 50B
while the rear edge of the card MC is sticking out of the
card insertion opening 311 , and then the generation of

the disturbing magnetic field is stopped (Step ST11). The
period of time inwhich the disturbing magnetic field is
generated can be managed with the passing time from
the point of the detection by the card insertion detecting
pre-head 39 or by the card detection sensor 37.
[0140] After taking the card MC inside up to the position
of the reading magnetic head 31, the magnetic head 34
reads from or writes on the card MC (Step ST12).
[0141] During the operation of taking-in the card MC
in this embodiment, the disturbing magnetic field is gen-
erated when the rear edge of the card MC is still sticking
out of the card insertion opening 311. Consequently, as
shown by an imaginary line in FIG. 13, for example, even
if a skimming magnetic head device 60 is attached to a
location outside the card insertion opening 31, that is to
the front surface of the front panel 20 of a host device,
the skimming magnetic head 61 cannot completely read
magnetic data on the inserted card MC due to the gen-
erated disturbing magnetic field. Therefore, illegal read-
ing of magnetic data by such a skimming magnetic head
61 can be prevented.
[0142] The discharge operation is described next as-
sociated with FIG. 14 and FIG. 15.
[0143] FIG. 14 is a flowchart to explain the operation
of discharging the card.
[0144] FIG. 15 is a diagram to explain the operation of
discharging the card.
[0145] When the operation of discharging the card MC
by rollers 311, 332 and 333 starts (Step ST21) and the
leading edge of the discharging card MC in the discharg-
ing direction is detected by the card detection sensor 37
(Step ST22), the magnetic field generating device 50B
is driven and the disturbing magnetic field is generated
(Step ST23).
[0146] As the rear edge of the discharging card MC is
detected by the photo sensor 352 (Step ST24), the drive
motor 36 is stopped (Step ST25) to end the card dis-
charging operation. Then, the control unit 40 stops driving
the drive control circuit 52B in the magnetic field gener-
ating device 50 to stop generating the disturbing mag-
netic field (Step ST26).
[0147] At the end of the card discharging operation,
the rear edge of the card MC is still held fast by the transfer
rollers 331. As a user pulls the card MC out lightly, the
card MC can be taken out of the card insertion opening
311. Note that, when a user forgets to take the card MC
out, the transfer rollers 36 are driven after a predeter-
mined time passes to collect the card MC to the inside.
[0148] Thus, in the card reader 10 of this embodiment,
even at the time of discharging the card, the disturbing
magnetic field is temporarily generated while the rear
edge of the card on the discharge side is sticking out from
the card insertion opening 311. Therefore, even if the
skimming magnetic head 61 is attached to the front sur-
face of the front panel, the skimming magnetic head 61
is prevented from reading magnetic data on the card MC
to be discharged.
[0149] Note that although this embodiment is an ex-
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ample in which the magnetic field generating device 50B
is driven only once for a predetermined period in which
the card is inserted and discharged, the device 50B can
be driven two or more times intermittently.

[Effects of the Embodiment]

[0150] As described above, the following effects can
be obtained in this embodiment.
[0151] In this embodiment, the magnetic field generat-
ing device has the LC parallel resonance circuit in which
the coil L as the inductor and the capacitor C are con-
nected, and generates a strong magnetic field by the LC
parallel resonance circuit for a predetermined period of
time continually through the retention property of the res-
onance energy; as a result, the output of the disturbing
magnetic field is increased to prevent illegal acquisition
of magnetic data with certainty. In other words, even if a
fraudsterhas attached the so-called "skimming" magnet-
ic head device (a skimmer) 60 including the skimming
magnetic head and magnetic reading circuit to a location
outside the front panel, which is the card insertion open-
ing of the card reader, to read magnetic data on cards,
a strong magnetic field can be generated and the output
of the disturbing magnetic field can be increased to pre-
vent illegal acquisition of magnetic data with certainty.
[0152] According to this embodiment, in the magnetic
field generating device 50B, the transistor TR1 as the
first switching element DSW52 for discharging reso-
nance energy is connected with the first node ND52 in
the resonance unit 511B to ensure a release passage (a
discharge passage, an escape) of the resonance energy.
Also, in the magnetic field generating device 50B, the
transistor TR2 as the second switching element SW51
is connected to the supply line of the power supply volt-
age VCC of the driving power supply unit 521B to the
resonance unit 511B to stop the supply of the power sup-
ply voltage VCC to the first node ND52 in the resonance
unit 511B while the disturbing magnetic file generation
is halted. As a result, according to this embodiment, not
only can the output of the disturbing magnetic field be
increased and continued, but also a false detection of a
magnetic field by the pre-head 39 can be prevented, the
shutter can be opened/closed responsively, and a card
is prevented from hitting (colliding with) the shutter even
when the card is quickly inserted.
[0153] For stopping the resonance at the resonance
unit 511B and releasing the resonance energy, the mag-
netic field generating device 50B is configured to switch
the transistor TR2 as the second switching element
SW51 in the drive power supply unit 521B to the non-
conducting state (the OFF state) to stop the supply of the
drive voltage VCC and then to switch the transistor TR1
as the first switching element DSW52 for discharging res-
onance energy to the conducting state to release the res-
onance energy. Consequently, the resonance energy
can efficiently be released (discharged).
[0154] The magnetic field generating device 50B of the

second embodiment is configured to switch the transistor
TR1 as the first switching element DSW52 for discharg-
ing resonance energy to the non-conducting state and
then to switch the transistor TR2 as the second switching
element SW55 to the conducting state at the start (re-
start) of generating the magnetic field. Consequently, the
resonance energy can efficiently be released (dis-
charged).
[0155] According to the magnetic field generating de-
vice of this embodiment, even if a fraudster has attached
the so-called "skimmer" which includes the skimming
magnetic head and the magnetic reading circuit at a lo-
cation outside the front panel, which is at the card inser-
tion opening of a card reader, to read magnetic data on
cards, a disturbing magnetic field can be generated and
the output of the disturbing magnetic field is increased
and continued to prevent illegal acquisition of magnetic
data with certainty. Also, in this embodiment, the timing
of generating the disturbing magnetic field is at the time
of card insertion and card discharge; therefore, the op-
erations by the recording/reproducing magnetic head in-
side the card reader won’t be disturbed even without pro-
viding a magnetic shield plate.

[Reference Signs List]

[0156]

10 Card reader (Magnetic recording
medium processing device)

20 Front panel
21 Opening
30 Card processing portion
31 Magnetic head
311 Card insertion opening
37 Card insertion detection mecha-

nism
372 Card detection sensor
38 Shutter
39 Pre-head
40 Control unit
50, 50A-50C Magnetic field generating device
51 Magnetic field generating unit
511, 511A, 511B Resonance unit
52, 52A, 52B Drive control circuit
521, 521B Driving power supply unit
522 Reference potential unit
523 Resonance drive unit
524, 524B Discharge drive unit
ND51 Connection node
ND52 First node
ND53 Second node
L51 Inductor
C51 Capacitor
DSW51 Drive switching element
DSW52 First switching element
SW51 Second switching element
MC Card
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Claims

1. A magnetic recording medium processing device
(10), comprising:

a detection mechanism unit (37) which detects
a magnetic recording medium (MC) in a card
form which is inserted into or discharged from
an insertion opening (311);
a pre-head (39) which slides on a magnetic strip
(mp) formed on said magnetic recording medi-
um (MC) in a card form to read magnetic data;
a shutter (38) which is opened/closed according
to a detection result of said detection mecha-
nism unit (37); and
a card processing portion (30) which processes
magnetic information recorded on said magnetic
recording medium (MC) in a card form; the mag-
netic recording medium processing device (10)
being characterized in further comprising:

a magnetic field generating device (50)
which include a magnetic field generating
unit (51) for generating a magnetic field by
a resonance unit (511) and a drive control
circuit (52) for drive-controlling said mag-
netic field generating unit (51);
wherein said drive control circuit (52) of said
magnetic field generating device (50) in-
cludes a drive power supply unit (521) for
supplying a drive voltage, a reference po-
tential unit (522) and a resonance drive unit
(523) for driving said resonance unit (511);
said resonance unit (511) contains a reso-
nance circuit in which an inductor (L1 or L2)
and a capacitor (C1 or C2) are connected
between a first node (ND52) and a second
node (ND53), receives said drive voltage at
said first node (ND52), and resonates, while
said second node (ND53) is connected to
said reference potential unit (522), to gen-
erate a magnetic field; and
said resonance drive unit (523) includes a
drive switching element (DSW51) which is
connected between said second node
(ND53) at said resonance unit (511) and
said reference potential unit (522) and is to
be switched between a conducting state
and a non-conducting state depending on
a control signal to switch a connection sta-
tus of said second node (ND53) at said res-
onance unit (511) and said reference poten-
tial unit (522) between a connected state
and a disconnected state.

2. The magnetic recording medium processing device
(10) as set forth in claim 1, wherein
said drive control circuit (52) has a discharge drive

unit (524) including a first switching element
(DSW52) which is connected between said fist node
(ND52) at said resonance unit (511) and a discharge
potential unit (522) and is to be switched between a
conducting state and a non-conducting state accord-
ing to a magnetic field generation halt signal (STP1)
to switch a connection status of said first node
(ND52) at said resonance unit (511) and said dis-
charge potential unit between a connected sate and
a non-connected state; and
said first switching element (DSW52) is switched to
the conducting state at the time of halting the gen-
eration of said magnetic field.

3. The magnetic recording medium processing device
(10) as set forth in claim 1, wherein
said drive control circuit (52) is connected between
said first node (ND52) at said resonance unit (511)
and a discharge potential unit and has a discharge
drive unit (524) including a first switching element
(DSW52) which is to be switched between a con-
ducting state and a non-conducting state according
to a first magnetic field generation halt signal (STP1)
and switches a connection status of said first node
(ND52) at said resonance unit (511) and said dis-
charge potential unit between a connected state and
a disconnected state;
said drive power supply unit (521) includes a second
switching element (SW51) which is connected be-
tween a supply unit (SVCC) of said drive voltage
(VCC) and said first node (ND52) at said resonance
unit (511) and is to be switched between a conduct-
ing state and a non-conducting state according to a
second magnetic field generation halt signal (STP2)
to switch the connection status between said supply
unit (SVCC) of said drive voltage (VCC) and said
first node (ND52) at said resonance unit (511) be-
tween a connected state and a disconnected state.

4. The magnetic recording medium processing device
(10) as set forth in claim 3, wherein
at the time of halting the generation of the magnetic
field, said drive control circuit (52) first switches said
second switching element (SW51) at said discharge
drive unit (524) to the non-conducting state and then
switches said first switching element (DSW52) at
said discharge drive unit (524) to the conducting
state.

5. The magnetic recording medium processing device
(10) as set forth in claim 3 or claim 4, wherein
at the time of starting the magnetic field generation,
said drive control circuit (52) first switches said first
switching element (DSW52) at said discharge driv-
ing unit (524) to the non-conducting state and then
switches said second switching element (SW51) at
said drive power supply unit (521) to the conducting
state.
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6. The magnetic recording medium processing device
(10) as set forth in any of the claims 1 through 5,
wherein
said resonance drive unit (523) drives said reso-
nance unit (511), by switching the connection status
of said second node (ND53) at said resonance unit
(511) and said reference potential unit (522) period-
ically and/or aperiodically between the disconnected
state and the connected state, to induce a resonance
periodically and/or aperiodically and to generate a
magnetic field periodically and/or aperiodically.

7. The magnetic recording medium processing device
(10) as set forth in any of claims 1 through 6, further
comprising:

a control unit (40) for drive-controlling said mag-
netic field generating device (50) according to
the detection result by said detection mecha-
nism unit (37) and a detection information by
said pre-head (39);
wherein said control unit (40) stops the magnetic
field generation by said magnetic field generat-
ing device (50) when a recording medium is de-
tected by said detection mechanism unit (37),
and starts the magnetic field generation by said
magnetic field generating device (50) after mag-
netic information is detected by said pre-head
(39).

8. The magnetic recording medium processing device
(10) as set forth in claim 7, wherein
after magnetic information is detected by said pre-
head (39) and the magnetic field generation by said
magnetic field generating device (50) is started, said
control unit (40) opens said shutter (38) to take said
magnetic recording medium (MC) in.

9. A control method for a magnetic recording medium
processing device (10), wherein the magnetic re-
cording medium processing device (10) comprises:

a detection mechanism unit (37) which detects
a magnetic recording medium (MC) in a card
form which is inserted into or discharged from
an insertion opening (311),
a pre-head (39) which slides on a magnetic strip
(mp) formed on said magnetic recording medi-
um (MC) in a card form to read magnetic data,
a shutter (38) which is opened/closed according
to a detection result of said detection mecha-
nism unit (37), and
a card processing portion (30) which processes
magnetic information recorded on said magnetic
recording medium (MC) in a card form,
a magnetic field generating device (50) including
a magnetic field generating unit (51) the method
being characterized in that the magnetic field

generating unit (51) is generating a magnetic
field with a resonance unit (511) which includes
a resonance circuit, in which an inductor (L1 or
L2) and a capacitor (C1 or C2) are connected
between a first node (ND52) and a second node
(ND53), and a drive control circuit (52) for drive-
controlling said magnetic field generating unit
(51),
wherein said drive control circuit (52) of said
magnetic field generating device (50) includes:

a drive power supply unit (521) for supplying
a drive voltage,
a reference potential unit (522),
a resonance drive unit (523), including a
drive switching element (DSW51) which is
connected between said second node
(ND53) at said resonance unit (511) and
said reference potential unit (522) and is to
be switched between a conducting state
and a non-conducting state according to a
control signal to switch a connection status
of said second node (ND53) at said reso-
nance unit (511) and said reference poten-
tial unit (522) between a connected state
and a disconnected sate, and
a discharge drive unit (524), including a first
switching element (DSW52) which is con-
nected between said first node (ND52) at
said resonance unit (511) and a discharge
potential unit (522) and is to be switched
between the conducting state and the non-
conducting state according to a magnetic
field generation halt signal (STP1) to switch
a connection status of said first node (ND52)
at said resonance unit (511) and said dis-
charge potential unit between the connect-
ed state and the disconnected state;

in said control method for said magnetic record-
ing medium processing device (10), when con-
trolling a magnetic field generation halt at said
magnetic recording medium processing device
(10), said first switching element (DSW52) is
switched to the conducting state at the time of
halting a magnetic field generation.

10. The control method for a magnetic recording medium
processing device (10) as set forth in claim 9, where-
in
said drive power supply unit (521) includes a second
switching element (SW51) which is connected be-
tween a supply unit (SVCC) of said drive voltage
(VCC) and said first node (ND52) at said resonance
unit (511) and is to be switched between a conduct-
ing state and a non-conducting state according to a
second magnetic field generation halt signal (STP2)
to switch a connection status of said supply unit
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(SVCC) of said drive voltage (VCC) and said first
node (ND52) at said resonance unit (511) between
the connected state and the disconnected state;
when controlling the magnetic field generation halt
in said magnetic recording medium processing de-
vice (10), said first switching element (DSW52) at
said discharge drive unit (524) is switched to the non-
conducting state and said second switching element
(SW51) at said drive power supply unit (521) is
switched to the conducting state at the time of gen-
erating a magnetic field, and said first switching el-
ement (DSW52) at said discharge drive unit (524) is
switched to the conducting state and said second
switching element (SW51) at said drive power supply
unit (521) is switched to the non-conducting state at
the time of halting the magnetic field generation.

11. The control method for a magnetic recording medium
processing device (10) as set forth in claim 10,
wherein
at the time of halting the magnetic field generation,
said second switching element (SW51) at said drive
power supply unit (521) is switched to the non-con-
ducting state and then said first switching element
(DSW52) at said discharge drive unit (524) is
switched to the conducting state.

12. The control method for a magnetic recording medium
processing device (10) as set forth in claim 10 or
claim 11, wherein
at the time of starting the magnetic field generation,
said first switching element (DSW52) at said dis-
charge drive unit (524) is switched to the non-con-
ducting state and then said second switching ele-
ment (SW51) at said drive power supply unit (521)
is switched to the conducting state.

13. The control method for a magnetic recording medium
processing device (10) as set forth in any of clams
9 through claim 12, wherein
said resonance unit (511) is driven so that, by peri-
odically or aperiodically switching the connection
status of said second node (ND53) at said resonance
unit (511) and said reference potential unit (522) be-
tween the connected state and the disconnected
state, a resonance is induced periodically and/or
aperiodically and a magnetic field is periodically
and/or aperiodically generated.

14. The control method for a magnetic recording medium
processing device (10) as set forth in any of claims
9 through 13, wherein
said control method drive controls said magnetic field
generating device (50) according to the detection re-
sult by said detection mechanism unit (37) and the
detection information by said pre-head (39), and
when drive-controlling sad magnetic field generating
device (50), said control method halts the magnetic

field generation by said magnetic field generating
device (50) as soon as a recording medium is de-
tected by said detection mechanism unit (37) and
starts the magnetic field generation by said magnetic
field generating device (50) after magnetic informa-
tion is detected by said pre-head (39).

15. The control method for a magnetic recording medium
processing device (10) as set forth in claim 14,
wherein
after magnetic information is detected by said pre-
head (39) and a magnetic field generation by said
magnetic field generating device (50) is started, said
shutter (38) is opened to take said magnetic record-
ing medium (MC) in.

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung zur Verarbeitung eines magnetischen
Aufzeichnungsmediums (10), umfassend:

eine Erfassungsmechanismuseinheit (37), die
ein magnetisches Aufzeichnungsmedium (MC)
in Kartenform erfasst, das in eine Einführungs-
öffnung (311) eingeführt oder aus dieser entlas-
sen wird;
einen Vorkopf (39), der auf einem Magnetstrei-
fen (mp) gleitet, der auf dem magnetischen Auf-
zeichnungsmedium (MC) in Kartenform zum Le-
sen von magnetischen Daten ausgebildet ist;
einen Verschluss (38), der gemäß einem Erfas-
sungsergebnis der Erfassungsmechanismus-
einheit (37) geöffnet/geschlossen wird; und
einen Kartenverarbeitungsabschnitt (30), der
magnetische Informationen verarbeitet, die auf
dem magnetischen Aufzeichnungsmedium
(MC) in Kartenform aufgezeichnet sind; wobei
die Vorrichtung zur Verarbeitung eines magne-
tischen Aufzeichnungsmediums (10) dadurch
gekennzeichnet ist, dass sie weiterhin um-
fasst:

eine Magnetfelderzeugungsvorrichtung
(50), die eine Magnetfelderzeugungsein-
heit (51) zum Erzeugen eines Magnetfeldes
durch eine Resonanzeinheit (511) und eine
Antriebssteuerschaltung (52) zum An-
triebssteuern der Magnetfelderzeugungs-
einheit (51) beinhaltet;
wobei die Antriebssteuerschaltung (52) der
Magnetfelderzeugungsvorrichtung (50) ei-
ne Antriebsenergieversorgungseinheit
(521) zum Zuführen einer Antriebsspan-
nung, eine Referenzpotentialeinheit (522)
und eine Resonanzantriebseinheit (523)
zum Antreiben der Resonanzeinheit (511)
beinhaltet;
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wobei die Resonanzeinheit (511) eine Re-
sonanzschaltung enthält, in dem ein Induk-
tor (L1 oder L2) und ein Kondensator (C1
oder C2) zwischen einem ersten Knoten
(ND52) und einem zweiten Knoten (ND53)
verbunden sind, die Antriebsspannung an
dem ersten Knoten (ND52) empfängt und
schwingt, während der zweite Knoten
(ND53) mit der Referenzpotentialeinheit
(522) verbunden ist, um ein Magnetfeld zu
erzeugen; und
die Resonanzantriebseinheit (523) ein An-
triebsschaltelement (DSW51) beinhaltet,
das zwischen dem zweiten Knoten (ND53)
an der Resonanzeinheit (511) und der Re-
ferenzpotentialeinheit (522) verbunden ist
und in Abhängigkeit von einem Steuersig-
nal zwischen einem leitenden Zustand und
einem nicht leitenden Zustand umgeschal-
tet werden soll, um einen Verbindungszu-
stand des zweiten Knotens (ND53) an der
Resonanzeinheit (511) und der Referenz-
potentialeinheit (522) zwischen einem ver-
bundenen Zustand und einem nicht verbun-
denen Zustand umzuschalten.

2. Vorrichtung zur Verarbeitung eines magnetischen
Aufzeichnungsmediums (10) gemäß Anspruch 1,
wobei
die Antriebssteuerschaltung (52) eine Entladungs-
antriebseinheit (524) mit einem ersten Schaltele-
ment (DSW52) aufweist, das zwischen dem ersten
Knoten (ND52) an der Resonanzeinheit (511) und
einer Entladungspotentialeinheit (522) verbunden
ist und gemäß einem Magnetfeld-Erzeugungshalte-
signal (STP1) zwischen einem leitenden Zustand
und einem nicht leitenden Zustand umgeschaltet
werden soll, um einen Verbindungszustand des ers-
ten Knotens (ND52) an der Resonanzeinheit (511)
und der Entladungspotentialeinheit zwischen einem
verbundenen Zustand und einem nicht verbundenen
Zustand zu schalten; und
das erste Schaltelement (DSW52) zum Zeitpunkt
des Anhaltens der Erzeugung des Magnetfeldes in
den leitenden Zustand geschalten wird.

3. Vorrichtung zur Verarbeitung eines magnetischen
Aufzeichnungsmediums (10) gemäß Anspruch 1,
wobei
die Antriebssteuerschaltung (52) zwischen dem ers-
ten Knoten (ND52) an der Resonanzeinheit (511)
und einer Entladungspotentialeinheit verbunden ist
und eine Entladungsantriebseinheit (524) mit einem
ersten Schaltelement (DSW52) aufweist, das ge-
mäß einem ersten Magnetfeld-Erzeugungshaltesig-
nal (STP1) zwischen einem leitenden Zustand und
einem nicht leitenden Zustand umgeschaltet werden
soll und einen Verbindungszustand des ersten Kno-

tens (ND52) an der Resonanzeinheit (511) und der
Entladungspotentialeinheit zwischen einem verbun-
denen Zustand und einem nicht verbundenen Zu-
stand schaltet;
wobei die Antriebsenergieversorgungseinheit (521)
ein zweites Schaltelement (SW51) beinhaltet, das
zwischen einer Versorgungseinheit (SVCC) der An-
triebsspannung (VCC) und dem ersten Knoten
(ND52) an der Resonanzeinheit (511) verbunden ist
und gemäß einem zweiten Magnetfeld-Erzeugungs-
haltesignal (STP2) zwischen einem leitenden Zu-
stand und einem nicht leitenden Zustand umge-
schaltet werden soll, um den Verbindungsstatus zwi-
schen der Versorgungseinheit (SVCC) der Antriebs-
spannung (VCC) und dem ersten Knoten (ND52) an
der Resonanzeinheit (511) zwischen einem verbun-
denen Zustand und einem nicht verbundenen Zu-
stand zu schalten.

4. Vorrichtung zur Verarbeitung eines magnetischen
Aufzeichnungsmediums (10) gemäß Anspruch 3,
wobei
zum Zeitpunkt des Anhaltens der Erzeugung des
Magnetfeldes, die Antriebssteuerschaltung (52) zu-
nächst das zweite Schaltelement (SW51) an der Ent-
ladungsantriebseinheit (524) in den nicht leitenden
Zustand schaltet und dann das erste Schaltelement
(DSW52) an der Entladungsantriebseinheit (524) in
den leitenden Zustand schaltet.

5. Vorrichtung zur Verarbeitung eines magnetischen
Aufzeichnungsmediums (10) gemäß Anspruch 3
oder Anspruch 4, wobei
zum Zeitpunkt des Beginns der Magnetfelderzeu-
gung, die Antriebssteuerschaltung (52) zunächst
das erste Schaltelement (DSW52) an der Entla-
dungsantriebseinheit (524) in den nicht leitenden Zu-
stand schaltet und dann das zweite Schaltelement
(SW51) an der Antriebsenergieversorgungseinheit
(521) in den leitenden Zustand schaltet.

6. Vorrichtung zur Verarbeitung eines magnetischen
Aufzeichnungsmediums (10), gemäß irgendeinem
der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei
die Resonanzantriebseinheit (523) die Resonan-
zeinheit (511) antreibt, indem sie den Verbindungs-
zustand des zweiten Knotens (ND53) an der Reso-
nanzeinheit (511) und der Referenzpotenzialeinheit
(522) periodisch und/oder aperiodisch zwischen
dem nicht verbundenen Zustand und dem verbun-
denen Zustand schaltet, um eine Resonanz perio-
disch und/oder aperiodisch zu induzieren und ein
Magnetfeld periodisch und/oder aperiodisch zu er-
zeugen.

7. Vorrichtung zur Verarbeitung eines magnetischen
Aufzeichnungsmediums (10) gemäß irgendeinem
der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, weiterhin umfassend:
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eine Steuereinheit (40) zum Antriebssteuern der
Magnetfelderzeugungsvorrichtung (50) gemäß
dem Erfassungsergebnis durch die Erfassungs-
mechanismuseinheit (37) und einer Erfas-
sungsinformation durch den Vorkopf (39);
wobei die Steuereinheit (40) die Magnetfelder-
zeugung durch die Magnetfelderzeugungsvor-
richtung (50) stoppt, wenn ein Aufzeichnungs-
medium durch die Erfassungsmechanismusein-
heit (37) erfasst wird, und die Magnetfelderzeu-
gung durch die Magnetfelderzeugungsvorrich-
tung (50) startet, nachdem magnetische Infor-
mationen durch den Vorkopf (39) erfasst wur-
den.

8. Vorrichtung zur Verarbeitung eines magnetischen
Aufzeichnungsmediums (10) gemäß Anspruch 7,
wobei
nachdem magnetische Informationen durch den
Vorkopf (39) erfasst und die Magnetfelderzeugung
durch die Magnetfelderzeugungsvorrichtung (50)
gestartet wurde, öffnet die Steuereinheit (40) den
Verschluss (38), um das magnetische Aufzeich-
nungsmedium (MC) aufzunehmen.

9. Steuerverfahren für eine Vorrichtung zur Verarbei-
tung eines magnetischen Aufzeichnungsmediums
(10), wobei die Vorrichtung zur Verarbeitung eines
magnetischen Aufzeichnungsmediums (10) um-
fasst:
eine Erfassungsmechanismuseinheit (37), die ein
magnetisches Aufzeichnungsmedium (MC) in Kar-
tenform erfasst, das in eine Einführungsöffnung
(311) eingeführt oder aus dieser entlassen wird,
einen Vorkopf (39), der auf einem Magnetstreifen
(mp) gleitet, der auf dem magnetischen Aufzeich-
nungsmedium (MC) in Kartenform zum Lesen von
magnetischen Daten ausgebildet ist,
einen Verschluss (38), der gemäß einem Erfas-
sungsergebnis der Erfassungsmechanismuseinheit
(37) geöffnet/geschlossen wird, und
einen Kartenverarbeitungsabschnitt (30), der mag-
netische Informationen verarbeitet, die auf dem ma-
gnetischen Aufzeichnungsmedium (MC) in Karten-
form aufgezeichnet sind,
eine Magnetfelderzeugungsvorrichtung (50) mit ei-
ner Magnetfelderzeugungseinheit (51), wobei das
Verfahren dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass die
Magnetfelderzeugungseinheit (51) ein Magnetfeld
mit einer Resonanzeinheit (511) erzeugt, die eine
Resonanzschaltung beinhaltet, in dem ein Induktor
(L1 oder L2) und ein Kondensator (C1 oder C2) zwi-
schen einem ersten Knoten (ND52) und einem zwei-
ten Knoten (ND53) und einer Antriebssteuerschal-
tung (52) zum Antriebssteuern der Magnetfelderzeu-
gungseinheit (51) verbunden sind,
wobei die Antriebssteuerschaltung (52) der Magnet-
felderzeugungsvorrichtung (50) beinhaltet:

eine Antriebsenergieversorgungseinheit (521)
zum Zuführen einer Antriebsspannung,
eine Referenzpotentialeinheit (522),
eine Resonanzantriebseinheit (523), die ein An-
triebsschaltelement (DSW51) beinhaltet, das
zwischen dem zweiten Knoten (ND53) an der
Resonanzeinheit (511) und der Referenzpoten-
tialeinheit (522) verbunden ist und gemäß einem
Steuersignal zwischen einem leitenden Zustand
und einem nicht leitenden Zustand umgeschal-
tet werden soll, um einen Verbindungszustand
des zweiten Knotens (ND53) an der Resonan-
zeinheit (511) und der Referenzpotentialeinheit
(522) zwischen einem verbundenen Zustand
und einem nicht verbundenen Zustand zu schal-
ten, und
eine Entladungsantriebseinheit (524), die ein
erstes Schaltelement (DSW52) beinhaltet, das
zwischen dem ersten Knoten (ND52) an der Re-
sonanzeinheit (511) und einer Entladungspo-
tentialeinheit (522) geschaltet ist und gemäß ei-
nem Magnetfeld-Erzeugungshaltesignal
(STP1) zwischen dem leitenden Zustand und
dem nicht leitenden Zustand umgeschaltet wer-
den soll, um einen Verbindungszustand des ers-
ten Knotens (ND52) an der Resonanzeinheit
(511) und der Entladungspotentialeinheit zwi-
schen dem verbundenen Zustand und dem nicht
verbundenen Zustand zu schalten;

wobei in dem Steuerverfahren für die Vorrichtung
zur Verarbeitung eines magnetischen Aufzeich-
nungsmediums (10), wenn beim Steuern eines Ma-
gnetfelderzeugungshalts an der Vorrichtung zur Ver-
arbeitung eines magnetischen Aufzeichnungsmedi-
ums (10) das erste Schaltelement (DSW52) in den
leitenden Zustand zum Zeitpunkt des Anhaltens ei-
ner Magnetfelderzeugung geschaltet wird.

10. Steuerverfahren für eine Vorrichtung zur Verarbei-
tung eines magnetischen Aufzeichnungsmediums
(10) gemäß Anspruch 9, wobei
die Antriebsenergieversorgungseinheit (521) ein
zweites Schaltelement (SW51) beinhaltet, das zwi-
schen einer Versorgungseinheit (SVCC) der An-
triebsspannung (VCC) und dem ersten Knoten
(ND52) an der Resonanzeinheit (511) verbunden ist
und gemäß einem zweiten Magnetfeld-Erzeugungs-
haltesignal (STP2) zwischen einem leitenden Zu-
stand und einem nicht leitenden Zustand umzu-
schalten ist, um einen Verbindungsstatus der Ver-
sorgungseinheit (SVCC) der Antriebsspannung
(VCC) und des ersten Knotens (ND52) an der Re-
sonanzeinheit (511) zwischen dem verbundenen
Zustand und dem getrennten Zustand zu schalten;
wobei beim Steuern des Magnetfelderzeugungsan-
haltens in der Vorrichtung zur Verarbeitung eines
magnetischen Aufzeichnungsmediums (10), das
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erste Schaltelement (DSW52) an der Entladungsan-
triebseinheit (524) in den nicht leitenden Zustand ge-
schaltet wird und das zweite Schaltelement (SW51)
an der Antriebsenergieversorgungseinheit (521)
zum Zeitpunkt des Erzeugens eines Magnetfeldes
in den leitenden Zustand geschaltet wird, und das
erste Schaltelement (DSW52) an der Entladungsan-
triebseinheit (524) in den leitenden Zustand geschal-
tet wird und das zweite Schaltelement (SW51) an
der Antriebsenergieversorgungseinheit (521) zum
Zeitpunkt des Anhaltens der Magnetfelderzeugung
in den nicht leitenden Zustand geschaltet wird.

11. Steuerverfahren für eine Vorrichtung zur Verarbei-
tung eines magnetischen Aufzeichnungsmediums
(10) gemäß Anspruch 10, wobei
zum Zeitpunkt des Anhaltens der Magnetfelderzeu-
gung das zweite Schaltelement (SW51) an der An-
triebsenergieversorgungseinheit (521) in den nicht
leitenden Zustand geschaltet wird und dann das ers-
te Schaltelement (DSW52) an der Entladungsan-
triebseinheit (524) in den leitenden Zustand geschal-
tet wird.

12. Steuerverfahren für eine Vorrichtung zur Verarbei-
tung eines magnetischen Aufzeichnungsmediums
(10) gemäß Anspruch 10 oder Anspruch 11, wobei
zum Zeitpunkt des Beginns der Magnetfelderzeu-
gung, das erste Schaltelement (DSW52) an der Ent-
ladungsantriebseinheit (524) in den nicht leitenden
Zustand geschaltet wird und dann das zweite Schal-
telement (SW51) an der Antriebsenergieversor-
gungseinheit (521) in den leitenden Zustand ge-
schalten wird.

13. Steuerverfahren für eine Vorrichtung zur Verarbei-
tung eines magnetischen Aufzeichnungsmediums
(10) gemäß irgendeinem der Ansprüche 9 bis 12,
wobei
die Resonanzeinheit (511) so angetrieben wird, dass
durch periodisches oder aperiodisches Schalten des
Verbindungszustands des zweiten Knotens (ND53)
an der Resonanzeinheit (511) und der Referenzpo-
tenzialeinheit (522) zwischen dem verbundenen Zu-
stand und dem nicht verbundenen Zustand eine Re-
sonanz periodisch und/oder aperiodisch induziert
wird und ein Magnetfeld periodisch und/oder aperi-
odisch erzeugt wird.

14. Steuerverfahren für eine Vorrichtung zur Verarbei-
tung eines magnetischen Aufzeichnungsmediums
(10), gemäß irgendeinem der Ansprüche 9 bis 13,
wobei das Steuerverfahren die Magnetfelderzeu-
gungsvorrichtung (50) gemäß dem Erfassungser-
gebnis durch die Erfassungsmechanismuseinheit
(37) und der Erfassungsinformation durch den Vor-
kopf (39) antriebssteuert, und
wenn das Steuerverfahren die Magnetfelderzeu-

gung durch die Magnetfelderzeugungsvorrichtung
(50) anhält, sobald ein Aufzeichnungsmedium durch
die Erfassungsmechanismuseinheit (37) erfasst
wird, und die Magnetfelderzeugung durch die Mag-
netfelderzeugungsvorrichtung (50) startet, nachdem
Magnetinfonnationen durch den Vorkopf (39) erfasst
wurden.

15. Steuerverfahren für eine Vorrichtung zur Verarbei-
tung eines magnetischen Aufzeichnungsmediums
(10) gemäß Anspruch 14, wobei
nachdem magnetische Informationen durch den
Vorkopf (39) erfasst und eine Magnetfelderzeugung
durch die Magnetfelderzeugungsvorrichtung (50)
gestartet wurde, der Verschluss (38) geöffnet wird,
um das magnetische Aufzeichnungsmedium (MC)
aufzunehmen.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de traitement de support d’enregistrement
magnétique (10), comprenant :

une unité de mécanisme de détection (37) qui
détecte un support d’enregistrement magnéti-
que (MC) sous forme de carte qui est insérée
dans une ouverture d’insertion (311) ou est éjec-
tée par celle-ci ;
une pré-tête (39) qui glisse sur une bande ma-
gnétique (mp) formée sur ledit support d’enre-
gistrement magnétique (MC) en forme de carte
pour lire des données magnétiques ;
un obturateur (38) qui est ouvert/fermé en fonc-
tion d’un résultat de détection de ladite unité de
mécanisme de détection (37) ; et
une partie de traitement de carte (30) qui traite
de l’information magnétique enregistrée sur ledit
support d’enregistrement magnétique (MC)
sous forme de carte ;
le dispositif de traitement de support d’enregis-
trement magnétique (10) se caractérisant en
ce qu’il comprend en outre :

un dispositif de génération de champ ma-
gnétique (50) qui comprend une unité de
génération de champ magnétique (51) pour
générer un champ magnétique grâce à une
unité de résonance (511) et un circuit de
commande d’excitation (52) pour la com-
mande d’excitation de ladite unité de géné-
ration de champ magnétique (51) ;
dans lequel ledit circuit de commande d’ex-
citation (52) dudit dispositif de génération
de champ magnétique (50) comprend une
unité d’alimentation en puissance de com-
mande (521) pour fournir une tension de
commande, une unité de potentiel de réfé-
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rence (522), et une unité de commande de
résonance (523) pour commander ladite
unité de résonance (511) ;
ladite unité de résonance (511) contient un
circuit résonant dans lequel une inductance
(L1 ou L2) et un condensateur (C1 ou C2)
sont connectés entre un premier noeud
(ND52) et un deuxième noeud (ND53), re-
çoit ladite tension de commande audit pre-
mier noeud (ND52), et résonne, alors que
ledit deuxième noeud (ND53) est connecté
à ladite unité de potentiel de référence (522)
pour générer un champ magnétique ; et
ladite unité de commande de résonance
(523) comprend un élément de commuta-
tion de commande (DSW51) qui est con-
necté entre ledit deuxième noeud (ND53)
au niveau de ladite unité de résonance
(511) et ladite unité de potentiel de référen-
ce (522) et doit être commuté entre un état
conducteur et un état non conducteur en
fonction d’un signal de commande pour
commuter un état de connexion dudit
deuxième noeud (ND53) au niveau de ladite
unité de résonance (511) et ladite unité de
potentiel de référence (522) entre un état
connecté et un état déconnecté.

2. Dispositif de traitement de support d’enregistrement
magnétique (10) tel qu’exposé dans la revendication
1, dans lequel
ledit circuit de commande d’excitation (52) a une uni-
té de commande de décharge (524) comprenant un
premier élément de commutation (DSW52) qui est
connecté entre ledit premier noeud (ND52) au ni-
veau de ladite unité de résonance (511) et une unité
de potentiel de décharge (522) et qui doit être com-
muté entre un état conducteur et un état non con-
ducteur en fonction d’un signal d’arrêt de génération
de champ magnétique (STP1) pour commuter un
état de connexion dudit premier noeud (ND52) au
niveau de ladite unité de résonance (511) et ladite
unité de potentiel de décharge entre un état connec-
té et un état non connecté ; et
ledit premier élément de commutation (DSW52) est
commuté à l’état conducteur au moment de l’arrêt
de la génération dudit champ magnétique.

3. Dispositif de traitement de support d’enregistrement
magnétique (10) tel qu’exposé dans la revendication
1, dans lequel
ledit circuit de commande d’excitation (52) est con-
necté entre ledit premier noeud (ND52) au niveau
de ladite unité de résonance (511) et une unité de
potentiel de décharge et a une unité de commande
de décharge (524) comprenant un premier élément
de commutation (DSW52) qui doit être commuté en-
tre un état conducteur et un état non conducteur en

fonction d’un premier signal d’arrêt de génération de
champ magnétique (STP1) et qui commute un état
de connexion dudit premier noeud (ND52) au niveau
de ladite unité de résonance (511) et ladite unité de
potentiel de décharge entre un état connecté et un
état déconnecté ;
ladite unité d’alimentation en puissance de comman-
de (521) comprend un deuxième élément de com-
mutation (SW51) qui est connecté entre une unité
d’alimentation (SVCC) de ladite tension de comman-
de (VCC) et ledit premier noeud (ND52) au niveau
de ladite unité de résonance (511) et qui doit être
commuté entre un état conducteur et un état non
conducteur en fonction d’un deuxième signal d’arrêt
de génération de champ magnétique (STP2) pour
commuter l’état de connexion entre ladite unité d’ali-
mentation (SVCC) de ladite tension de commande
(VCC) et ledit premier noeud (ND52) au niveau de
ladite unité de résonance (511) entre un état con-
necté et un état déconnecté.

4. Dispositif de traitement de support d’enregistrement
magnétique (10) tel qu’exposé dans la revendication
3, dans lequel
au moment de l’arrêt de la génération du champ ma-
gnétique, ledit circuit de commande d’excitation (52)
commute d’abord ledit deuxième élément de com-
mutation (SW51) au niveau de ladite unité de com-
mande de décharge (524) à l’état non conducteur et
commute ensuite ledit premier élément de commu-
tation (DSW52) au niveau de ladite unité de com-
mande de décharge (524) à l’état conducteur.

5. Dispositif de traitement de support d’enregistrement
magnétique (10) tel qu’exposé dans la revendication
3 ou la revendication 4, dans lequel
au moment du lancement de la génération de champ
magnétique, ledit circuit de commande d’excitation
(52) commute d’abord ledit premier élément de com-
mutation (DSW52) au niveau de ladite unité de com-
mande de décharge (524) à l’état non conducteur et
commute ensuite ledit deuxième élément de com-
mutation (SW51) au niveau de ladite unité d’alimen-
tation en puissance de commande (521) à l’état con-
ducteur.

6. Dispositif de traitement de support d’enregistrement
magnétique (10) tel qu’exposé dans l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 1 à 5, dans lequel
ladite unité de commande de résonance (523) com-
mande ladite unité de résonance (511) en commu-
tant l’état de connexion dudit deuxième noeud
(ND53) au niveau de ladite unité de résonance (511)
et ladite unité de potentiel de référence (522) pério-
diquement et/ou apériodiquement entre l’état décon-
necté et l’état connecté pour induire périodiquement
et/ou apériodiquement une résonance et pour géné-
rer périodiquement et/ou apériodiquement un
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champ magnétique.

7. Dispositif de traitement de support d’enregistrement
magnétique (10) tel qu’exposé dans l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 1 à 6, comprenant en outre :

une unité de commande (40) pour la commande
d’excitation dudit dispositif de génération de
champ magnétique (50) en fonction du résultat
de détection par ladite unité de mécanisme de
détection (37) et d’une information de détection
par ladite pré-tête (39) ;
dans lequel ladite unité de commande (40) ar-
rête la génération de champ magnétique par le-
dit dispositif de génération de champ magnéti-
que (50) lorsqu’un support d’enregistrement est
détecté par ladite unité de mécanisme de dé-
tection (37), et lance la génération de champ
magnétique par ledit dispositif de génération de
champ magnétique (50) après la détection de
l’information magnétique par ladite pré-tête (39).

8. Dispositif de traitement de support d’enregistrement
magnétique (10) tel qu’exposé dans la revendication
7, dans lequel
après la détection de l’information magnétique par
ladite pré-tête (39) et le lancement de la génération
de champ magnétique par ledit dispositif de géné-
ration de champ magnétique (50), ladite unité de
commande (40) ouvre ledit obturateur (38) pour
prendre ledit support d’enregistrement magnétique
(MC).

9. Procédé de commande pour un dispositif de traite-
ment de support d’enregistrement magnétique (10),
dans lequel le dispositif de traitement de support
d’enregistrement magnétique (10) comprend :

une unité de mécanisme de détection (37) qui
détecte un support d’enregistrement magnéti-
que (MC) sous forme de carte qui est insérée
dans une ouverture d’insertion (311) ou est éjec-
tée par celle-ci,
une pré-tête (39) qui glisse sur une bande ma-
gnétique (mp) formée sur ledit support d’enre-
gistrement magnétique (MC) en forme de carte
pour lire des données magnétiques,
un obturateur (38) qui est ouvert/fermé en fonc-
tion d’un résultat de détection de ladite unité de
mécanisme de détection (37), et
une partie de traitement de carte (30) qui traite
de l’information magnétique enregistrée sur ledit
support d’enregistrement magnétique (MC)
sous forme de carte,
un dispositif de génération de champ magnéti-
que (50) comprenant une unité de génération
de champ magnétique (51), le procédé se ca-
ractérisant en ce que l’unité de génération de

champ magnétique (51) génère un champ ma-
gnétique avec une unité de résonance (511) qui
comprend un circuit résonant où une inductance
(L1 ou L2) et un condensateur (C1 ou C2) sont
connectés entre un premier noeud (ND52) et un
deuxième noeud (ND53), et un circuit de com-
mande d’excitation (52) pour la commande d’ex-
citation de ladite unité de génération de champ
magnétique (51),
dans lequel ledit circuit de commande d’excita-
tion (52) dudit dispositif de génération de champ
magnétique (50) comprend :

une unité d’alimentation en puissance de
commande (521) pour fournir une tension
de commande,
une unité de potentiel de référence (522),
une unité de commande de résonance
(523) comprenant un élément de commu-
tation de commande (DSW51) qui est con-
necté entre ledit deuxième noeud (ND53)
au niveau de ladite unité de résonance
(511) et ladite unité de potentiel de référen-
ce (522) et doit être commuté entre un état
conducteur et un état non conducteur en
fonction d’un signal de commande pour
commuter un état de connexion dudit
deuxième noeud (ND53) au niveau de ladite
unité de résonance (511) et ladite unité de
potentiel de référence (522) entre un état
connecté et un état déconnecté, et
une unité de commande de décharge (524)
comprenant un premier élément de commu-
tation (DSW52) qui est connecté entre ledit
premier noeud (ND52) au niveau de ladite
unité de résonance (511) et une unité de
potentiel de décharge (522) et doit être com-
muté entre l’état conducteur et l’état non
conducteur en fonction d’un signal d’arrêt
de génération de champ magnétique
(STP1) pour commuter un état de con-
nexion dudit premier noeud (ND52) au ni-
veau de ladite unité de résonance (511) et
ladite unité de potentiel de décharge entre
l’état connecté et l’état déconnecté ;

dans ledit procédé de commande pour ledit dis-
positif de traitement de support d’enregistre-
ment magnétique (10), lors de la commande
d’un arrêt de génération de champ magnétique
au niveau dudit dispositif de traitement de sup-
port d’enregistrement magnétique (10), ledit
premier élément de commutation (DSW52) est
commuté à l’état conducteur au moment de l’ar-
rêt d’une génération de champ magnétique.

10. Procédé de commande pour un dispositif de traite-
ment de support d’enregistrement magnétique (10)
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tel qu’exposé dans la revendication 9, dans lequel
ladite unité d’alimentation en puissance de comman-
de (521) comprend un deuxième élément de com-
mutation (SW51) qui est connecté entre une unité
d’alimentation (SVCC) de ladite tension de comman-
de (VCC) et ledit premier noeud (ND52) au niveau
de ladite unité de résonance (511) et doit être com-
muté entre un état conducteur et un état non con-
ducteur en fonction d’un deuxième signal d’arrêt de
génération de champ magnétique (STP2) pour com-
muter un état de connexion de ladite unité d’alimen-
tation (SVCC) de ladite tension de commande (VCC)
et dudit premier noeud (ND52) au niveau de ladite
unité de résonance (511) entre l’état connecté et
l’état déconnecté ;
lors de la commande de l’arrêt de la génération de
champ magnétique dans ledit dispositif de traitement
de support d’enregistrement magnétique (10), ledit
premier élément de commutation (DSW52) au ni-
veau de ladite unité de commande de décharge
(524) est commuté à l’état non conducteur et ledit
deuxième élément de commutation (SW51) au ni-
veau de ladite unité d’alimentation en puissance de
commande (521) est commuté à l’état conducteur
au moment de la génération d’un champ magnéti-
que, et ledit premier élément de commutation
(DSW52) au niveau de ladite unité de commande de
décharge (524) est commuté à l’état conducteur et
ledit deuxième élément de commutation (SW51) au
niveau de ladite unité d’alimentation en puissance
de commande (521) est commuté à l’état non con-
ducteur au moment de l’arrêt de la génération de
champ magnétique.

11. Procédé de commande pour un dispositif de traite-
ment de support d’enregistrement magnétique (10)
tel qu’exposé dans la revendication 10, dans lequel
au moment de l’arrêt de la génération de champ ma-
gnétique, ledit deuxième élément de commutation
(SW51) au niveau de ladite unité d’alimentation en
puissance de commande (521) est commuté à l’état
non conducteur et ensuite ledit premier élément de
commutation (DSW52) au niveau de ladite unité de
commande de décharge (524) est commuté à l’état
conducteur.

12. Procédé de commande pour un dispositif de traite-
ment de support d’enregistrement magnétique (10)
tel qu’exposé dans la revendication 10 ou la reven-
dication 11, dans lequel
au moment du lancement de la génération de champ
magnétique, ledit premier élément de commutation
(DSW52) au niveau de ladite unité de commande de
décharge (524) est commuté à l’état non conducteur
et ensuite ledit deuxième élément de commutation
(SW51) au niveau de ladite unité d’alimentation en
puissance de commande (521) est commuté à l’état
conducteur.

13. Procédé de commande pour un dispositif de traite-
ment de support d’enregistrement magnétique (10)
tel qu’exposé dans l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 9 à 12, dans lequel
ladite unité de résonance (511) est commandée de
telle sorte que, par commutation périodique ou apé-
riodique de l’état de connexion dudit deuxième
noeud (ND52) au niveau de ladite unité de résonan-
ce (511) et ladite unité de potentiel de référence
(522) entre l’état connecté et l’état déconnecté, une
résonance est induite périodiquement et/ou apério-
diquement et un champ magnétique est généré pé-
riodiquement et/ou apériodiquement.

14. Procédé de commande pour un dispositif de traite-
ment de support d’enregistrement magnétique (10)
tel qu’exposé dans l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 9 à 13, dans lequel
ledit procédé de commande assure la commande
d’excitation dudit dispositif de génération de champ
magnétique (50) en fonction du résultat de détection
par ladite unité de mécanisme de détection (37) et
de l’information de détection par ladite pré-tête (39),
et
lors de la commande d’excitation dudit dispositif de
génération de champ magnétique (50), ledit procédé
de commande arrête la génération de champ ma-
gnétique par ledit dispositif de génération de champ
magnétique (50) dès qu’un support d’enregistrement
est détecté par ladite unité de mécanisme de détec-
tion (37) et lance la génération de champ magnéti-
que par ledit dispositif de génération de champ ma-
gnétique (50) après la détection d’une information
magnétique par ladite pré-tête (39).

15. Procédé de commande pour un dispositif de traite-
ment de support d’enregistrement magnétique (10)
tel qu’exposé dans la revendication 14, dans lequel
après la détection d’une information magnétique par
ladite pré-tête (39) et le lancement de la génération
d’un champ magnétique par ledit dispositif de géné-
ration de champ magnétique (50), ledit obturateur
(38) est ouvert pour prendre ledit support d’enregis-
trement magnétique (MC).
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